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In tr o-
duc tion.
Comparison •
of the
First Thirty Years
of the 1800*8
with the
First thirty Yiars
of the 1900'e
In French Literature
Ebbes md f ldfls, sch ool s and c oun ter" sch ool s, th • s« are the inea-
capable in art, r el ig ion, li tera ture • The 1 ong, bril 1 ian t oce*n-wavi
of classic perfection wipes out &Y| tracee of whatever went be-
for it on the sand of man* s in tellec tufcl pr og re sa. Then its
beauty slowly recedes until it rsaches the low-water stark, the in-
fertile period of pure technique , when all originality seems deady
form seems more important than thought, and style more looked up
to than comtent* Soon, following this stagn ati on-pe riod, comes the
reaction, once more a wave sweeping the shore as did the classic,
but this time with the newest new* That this New also will present-
ly become " too ac ademic" ,and slip back into its own low-water, is
obvious; the true interest of each of these waves lies in the tre&
sures it may leave behind, giving the irredescence of the lovely
Old to t\># possibly too crude New.
II. Direct This two periods which this paper proposes to study are except-
compari-
son of \onally intereeting as transition-periods between two great
the Two
Periods, eras; though the present one, which we are now somewhat excitedly
pulling through is extraordinary for its immediate productive-
ness as well as for its po ten ti»l i ty • The late 1700 ! s were a
period of scienc e, common- senee, and desire for human liberty. The
mid-1800' s were a deep wave of romance and imagina tion; the first
thirty years of which we are to talk led out of one and into the
other. ^ most obvious tran si tion-^tim e was this, from 1800 to 18^0;
for lovely as were the few great names in its p os try, s on or ous
and serious as were those in its history and cri tici sac, s till

2they were "very few";whereas the periods just before and after
were rich and full, varied and s trong.- Wh e th e r or not this pre-
sent is really a transition,between the eatreme realism of
the last schools of the last century, and some new wave ae yet
unseen, is a little hard to judge. There is a decided swing-
back to Symbolism and ^a turai i em ,b o th of which have further
pos sibili ties. Th ere are ,pa r ti cul a rl y in philosophy and biogr^'
phy, evidences of a return "fa> beauty of form, and richness and
variety of logical th ough t. Th es e lead one to think that this
acay be the crest of the wave, the new ^p och , i ts elf .. Y e t that
seems doubtful; there are still too many perverse and contra-
dictory signs.-Signs which show that the literature of the mo-
ment is not yet full* at one with the minds which it must ex-
press; that have the earmarks of the tran s»utati on- s tage,
Marks, for example, of eagerness for renown rather than a desiwe.
to work for the work's sakejhasty idi osyc raci es of talent, where
there should be the sure originality of gen ius. Ha^pi ly for me
it is not my task to say just where stands each i>f these pe-
riods on the ladder of French literary p rog ress; but ,more
simply, to compare them with each other--and even that, not too
«xh austively
.
B. Influence
of the In such a comparison of two literary ages, it is only fair
preceding
periods. to examine also the period directly preceding each of them.
For those fore"going years are often to the epoch following,
what the inheritance is to the childjand go as far toward ex-
plaining it can any investigation of the more immediate
envi ronmen t. In the case of the second of the two stages of
French literature which this pSp«r discusses , the years just
before were especially imp or tan t. Up on the first thirty
years of the nineteenth c en tu ry , h owev e r, th e late 1700' s wera.
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not eo wacii a direct influence (though they were that too)
as an indirect one, through their action upon a dominating
power--that is, upon the various governments following the
Rev olti on. ^ha t time just before the Revolution was one of
generous a spi ra ti on s,bu t also of hostility toward all over-
bearing author! t/J filled with vnbition and progress, it like-
wise had a violent antipathy to any ambition whieh might step
out* of bound s, an age of deep thought, of thought scientific,
phil o sophic , libe rai, i ts men were powers whose force carried
o» long after they themselves were dead. And Napoleon, and his
successors, knew that such writers would be a danger to any
tyrannic rule; they saw to it that no such incendiary stuff
should be made public, as had been written by the great nt«n
of the day be f or c. Y s t, if such dangerous th ough t ( dang e r ous to
them) was h obbl ed, stil 1 they could not kill the love of
humanity, the generous sentiments and emotions, the scientific
accuracy of study and examination into facts, which those
older men had kindled in the mind3 of those to come after
them. The revolutionary spirit, the an ti" rel igi oni sm and the
rebellion against too heavy auth ori ty, which had made of the
late 17C0'e une litterature de prop ogande, une arme de
c omba t" , these had to sleep during the times of tyrtftay.But
the beauties of grace, and especially the clear style, to
which literary activity had been reduced through supression
of thought, carried on ilsto the next period, And as for the
sceptical and thoughtful attitudes of mind of those older
men, those--hibernating,p erhap a, under Nap ol e on-- wen t on, one
might say, forever!
As for our own day, that, as I have said, has b e«n]tr em en dous iy
fbtne' Doumic, "Histoire Litteraire F r ancai se " ; page 506.
t\ i ** * 3 W X l «
4influenced by the men who preceded it.They have acted as
strong propulsions toward some things--and as equally power-
ful repulSiv.e, sj After the days of the Empire and its de-
natured li tera ture, the Romantic school held the center of the
stage for some decorative years; Then, after the middle of the
ce\ury,the influence of the Roman tics, g reat as it had been,
began slowly and unwillingly to 1 e s sen, th ough there are
still faint traces of it. The various schools of Realism, in
scienc e,art,and li terature,grew more and more dominan t.Much
of the work of today is still under the dominance of th oa e
sch ool s, taking from them their ideal— which is precisely a
fleeing from ideals. We still feel, through modem literature,
the Realist, who made his goal the painting of man "as he is"
i.e, at his worst. The present "Slice of Life", when at its
best, has its inspiration from the Naturalists of that older
day, sanely and frankly studying the ordinary and habitual ,and
reproducing those facts with objective f i de li ty . Th e re is to-
day perhaps no Realist as forceful as Balzac, whose face--
delightfully and perfectly portrayed by Rodin(the bust is in
the New York Me tr opol i tan )-~sh ovrs as clearly as his writings
his ironic p e b eimi sm . Bu t although Balzac is dead, his influ-
ai i v e
ence is still very much, t&ese last thirty years, in French
1 i te ra ture ; th ough perhaps more so in the theater, than among
the novelists where we should most ext>ect to find hm.Zola too,
and
first A greatest cf tkl fc Na tural is ts,if he could again walk
j
this earth, would assuredly recognise many f ol 1 owe rs-^L e on
Henniqu«,for examr>le r and Andre Gide.The fullest sources of
inspiration to the m odern auth ors,h cwev er, seem to be the
Analysts and P sy ch ol og i s t6 , s tudy ing the emotions in their
tc
effects and results in the outside world, or putting their
thought on the situations of life in their effects on thfcse
same em otionsr-two sidsa of one qu«stion*Paul Hervieu,of
whom we shall speak muc.V»
(
1 at er, i s most noticeably of this
last group. These later school^of today have, of course, been
greatly aided and ref re shed, encouraged and given new material;
by the popularisation of psychology and psyco~anai yeis. The
older writers used b rain s, in tui ti on , som e tim e s medical
it
knowledg e, often even pure in agin ati on , to figure-out 1 es
interieure dee hfcmm es" . Today * s authors have everything to
help them, from the au t o- analy si e of a self- confessing crimi-
nal, to the libraries of a Freud. And their works betray it.
I mentioned that the schools of the last century acted in
many cashes as repel len ts, as well as a timuian ts--V ers Libre,
sentimentality over the Chil d, dream er s of the type of Maeter-
link, Symb ol ic and "pure-music " poetry, ail sa ow, in their vio-
lent and bitter reactions against the eVvictly real ie ti c , that
the world— ev«n the French literary world--grows weary of a
life sans ideal, sans i 11 usi on , s an s ev e ry thing !. Bu t that
rebellion (except in art) is as yet but weak' realism is still
much the stronger. Perhap s a perfectly bailanced literature,
wherein self-expression)aay dream of beauty and illusion, and
where logic and science may express reality with dignity--
a literature a.tun e tc both the emotional man and the intellect
ual--may prove to be the Wave-Crest of a new epoch to which
our immediate chaotic literature is leading.
After this somewhat hurried glance over what we may call
hereditary influenc es, we must cone to others, even more im-
p ot tan t-~ those which ac}ad directly Up on the men of 1800-
18 50, and those which hold sway over the present. These are,

6brteflyi -tti« spirit of the times, in both ca see; 1 i te ra ry and
other ide al s; foreign 1 i te rature s; an d an^lthing else whic.i »ay
C.
go to make up the immediate environment,
UThe
Censor. ^ tlrie many things which may make or break the authors of
a given period, one of the most obvious and forceful is the
cen s or, wha.tev e r its f orm. Nap oi e on feared tie press, for reasons
already given. His censorship was stric t, harsh, unheei te ting;
Chateaubriand, B en jamin Con stan t,Madam e de Stael,all felt his
di spl easure, in the form of exile^as did n any lesser men. So
Victor Hugo also was exiled, in a later day, The press of to-
day (except in time of war) knows no such one**man autocratic
ruling. Under the eyes of the critics, it says practically what
it pleases, wh e tn e r on the stage, in the reviews, or in any o thr
of its surprisingly multifarious forms--of which new ones a re
constantly appea ring , sin c e this is,as Pi orian-Parmentier says
8 cm e wh e re., "un age de petits tal en ts " . True ,L e on Daudet bitter-
ly remarks, La censure de 1 argent a, en s omme, rem pi ac e la
censure de 1 ' eta t,inf insta en t m oins vigilante et tyrannique"
But Leon Daudet 1b notoriously bi tterj Indeed, that 1.8 why he
is so bitterly notoriouB, And although there is some truth in
what he says, yet it is with the newspaper-press that such
cernsorship concerns i tself , ra ther than with the *u thor'g roupj
whereas Napoleon trusted no writer,no matter how genial a
genius he seemed to be.An d the same held true of the Restora-
tion S.
2. he Mai du Quite aside from the c ens or ( th ough more or less affected
S i e
v
c 1 e v 8 •
an age '..by its smothering or its l &i s sz- fai r e ) , th e srcirits of the
of doubt
and mater- >ct\cyi of our two periods differed greatly f r cw each other. -
ia 1 i em
.
Leon Daudet, "Le stupide dixneuvieme si eel e"
, pg . 76 .

7although it may be that the "recherche du moi" first con-
spicuous in the early 18CC's and eo much a part of the 8pi rvV
ftf that time, is a til 1 an underlying factor in the twentieth-
century interest in t>ey ch ol ogi cal p r obi em s. Th en too,le
Mai du ciecle,the German Wei tschm e r*, whi ch so heavily
weighed down those other men,hae lately be»n visible again,
a tate
though totally changed in its manif es tations, This^is aurelj
directly traceable to the effects of wa r„ lb, Nap ol e oris era,
France was being bled white of all her finest men. An J hope
of relief from this tyr&nny,or hope for that longed-for
liberty of man for which the Revolution had bled and died,
looked utterly una ttainabl e. 3 erraany, Aus tria, I taiy, Russia, ai-
Iternately struggled hotly against Napoleon s armies, or
fought sullenly in them. So that the great dr«»mers of those
land8,&8 well as of Prance herself, were sick with impotent
despair, with indignation •> *nd shame. Pa tigue, helpl ess humil-
iation,^ tile longings to spread clipped wings--what other
forms coule} such smothered emotions tak e, eep e ciai ly in m«n
of noble minds, except that indefinable ennui of life,le
Mai du Siicl e, Wei tschmerzJAf ter this last war, soldiers and
thinker s sum the glory of war as a hideous things; saw the
"ideals" they had hoped they were fighting for made redicu-
lous by profiteers and ma teri al i s tsj saw themselves not as
heroes, but as weights around the neck of the countryjand,
worst of all, saw the world as "all wrong"with neither
strength nor understanding of how to put it right. And there
too caae a form of Mai du Siecle.In speaking of that state
of mind among the men of our earlier period,Paul Bourget
says(and he likewise thinks there is abroad today its some-
what disguised c ounte rpar t) , w Jusqu' a ia revolution les
t T • J. * 3 *l» T " lO * X 19* 8 * *
•
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e'crivains n'ont jamais pris la sensibilite comni attie r« et
• t comme regit uniqut de leurs oiuvr«s;e' lit le. contr»ir«
depuis '99;et de la results un je ne sais quoi d'effrene,de
douleur,une recherche de r motion mirali e£ psychiqus , eaiz
lee nouriaux^qui est alii •' ixt»p#rant jusqu' au morbid s. "
In the beginning of the last century, that "recherche d 1 •mo-
tion 8 was either frankly »ub jective, or i dealie tic»l ly con-
ceived as covering all hum ani ty. N ow, i t makes itself malfeet
more as an objective researehjand its auth ors ,bei onging to
an age which demands force rather than charm, prefer to
trace their cynicism or their melonchfcly to its logical
source, rather than "sublimate" i t, or console it with vague
ide alisa ti oris,.
One of the most telling ways of tracing differences inOompari son
Ohateaubriavv
€peeha ^ ia t0 illustrate them by comparing two men,** an ti-
and
B ourg e t , as
Spirits of
their times
thesesjfor antithesis is always in te res ting, whs th er in ideas,
epochs, or authors, And seldom can one find contrast eharper
tha* that between the discontent of the early 4800 ! « as
represented by Cha teaub riand ,and the 1900-spirit with Paul
Bourget as its Di seit>l e. And that,an the more clearly be-
cause these two men both ardently wish to bring their
fellows into a better state of mind—and particularly of
morals. Both feel the truth, defini tel y stated by Bourget
y
aimsslf , " sous 1 ' arriere" fond de toute belle oeuvre litte-
raire s» cache 1 ' af f i rraa ti on d'une grande verite peycholo-
gique" . Only , thei r ways of stating that verity, were anti-
thetical indeed!. A melonchoiy born of sup ers en»i tiv e nents*
emotions, and senfr*\en ts, whi ch found it hard-^too hard-- to
kick against the pricke of human living, has a pitliless
hold over them both. In Chateaubriand we find it as that
Paul B ou rge t, " Essais de peychologie moderne" pg.148.
I
9• trang* and fanciful "temper, le ffal du Si eel e. B ou rge t, on the
other hand, has buii$ en it a sad and wistful cyniei«m,In
a dssire to improve their human world, in that m*loncholy
t«mp*r am*nt ,*nd in th* in*»capabi* urge to write, these two
ar« broy/there.But thsrs the family likeness ends? twin* taey
assuredly tn not.Liks tho period of which ho was a son, and
liko ths schools of which ho was fathsr(or f oo ter-f a th « r at
l*ast),Cha tsaubriand aou^t rsfug* from th* ugly faets of *x-
i*t«nc* in a great and nobl* id*al and b*auty»in a Splendid
ru*h of musical sound, g r* ei ous tabl *aux, *xqui si t* dr**mings,
P*rf*ction of wording, fair dri&ai of fair *nd*av or, th** • were
th* magic of Chateaubriand, as wid* in thought as it was
varied in theme and scenery, Wid* too in variety of lit*rary
form, as ar* few modern writ*rs in thi* age of *p*ei ai i *a ti on,
For h* wa* a wajtetic po*t as w*i 1 as a gr*at nov*ii*tiand
a distinguished philosonher as well * poet# ffan is a fallible
ereature,and he i* sadly culpable toward his companions.He ia
di sc on ten ted) and the paths in which he walks are seldom
aether straight or rosy* The auth ors , then ,a us t somehow help
aim, since books »ri(or should bejpotent coun eel i o r* • But of
A
these two authors, the on e-~ Cha t<2 aub ri and-- would lure his
readers into the way they should go, by making that way one
of ineffable charm. Paul Bourget,©n the c on trary, would warn
"Wei* off by carefully analysing the extreme uglines* of th*
Wrong Road-A period »uch a* tho*s* *arly days, longing for it
kn*w not what, and ai*ady f**ling th* stirrings of that far-
reaching forc*,th* Romantic School, was on* pre-eminently
ready to be raered deeply and permanently by b*auty and
strangeness', 'ay a call to the em otions ,mor e than to realistic
t(jA«"t i O 3 Mv JU X n
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exactitude; a call to the gracious sprituaiity of man rathsr
than to progmatic phil©3pohicai ethics<,If Cha t«aub ri and seai-
timee fail ed curiously in correctness of argument} if the
psopl ss, lands and souls which h« so wondsrfull ersated,are
aot always of ths stuff of which rtai humanity is mad e, neve r-
thslsss hs saw, with Edmond Rostand, "Meme e/uand il a tort,
Is posts a raison".
Qreat exac tfcf-\*,^a was not ths forte of Cha teaub riand; nor had
he the severely anal y ti cajjturn of mind that f il Is Bourge t, The
latter is essentially the product of an investigative age; one
that demands to know exhaustively ths why underlying ai i
acts and r sac ti one,. Ths rss e ar ch" spi ri t is abroad in ths
lands, and Paul Bourge t is deeply imbued with it. That reaeearcV)
spiri t, though it may limit one's horizon, hae its excellent
points, sven in a novelist,It is well to know the "interiors"
of msn and women. And although we may feel now and then that
Bourget's women an have a curious res embl anas, that he de-
picts a quantity of similar individuals rather than a variety
of types,— s till, the women of Ch4teaub riand were likewise
littls va ri «d; and were as of ton too much of the ekies as
are Bourget's too much of ths sarth. It is a fine thing to
look the facts in the f «cs; and sometimes even a spi endid
thing. For it is nsver a good plan to looe oneself, as did ofte.-v\
those earl i er m en, in a vastness of ideaiittiw dreaa s , based
on misunderstanding how the machine,M an,»ay or may not be
grade to work. And yet facte, if one is too narrow in the choice
of theat,do lead to a factitious line of arguman t; s tati s ti cs
way provs but a suggestio faijum;aii women art not B & rag,
Ros tand,p reface"poem to "L'Agion".
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a bone, and a hank of hair", nor all men tha »ncuiin« equiva-
lent thereof.Parhape the ©Id times day-dreamed to© much, with
Chate aubri andj but it a earn a to 51 that Paul Bourget and hi a
aehool let ua drifts too littlo*\ei ua eee too continually
how little ia the greatmeea of aoul to which m*n can attain.
If facta are facts, then aurely are the faifc an d gracioua one*,
as true li the ugly and ungracioua,if lefta blatant and ob-
vioue.What ideala Man haa reached, are amazing; what Man
a till can do—»will never be found out by throwing over
idealiam -which \aat ia what Bourget, and the modern psy-
^
ch ologi a ta , eveden tl y want ua to dol
Diffant»cea Diffarences in cenaorahip,in e^irit^and in variety,
a
r e not
of Birth- r
Claaa-
diff eren c ea ^* 0Qly ©nea to be found between the men of our first and
thoae of our aecond p eri ode . Bi rth too haa had an influence,
Among the older men who wrote atrongly and enduringly, v ery
many bore noble and ariatocratie namea; f ew, today ,a re of that
aame elaaa.That ia not regrettabl e,f or the present time? on
the contrary, for there ia a plausible, a p rfcbabi e, theory that
the important thinkers and creatora in *i 1 lines have for the
meat part come from the practical and virile middl e- cia aaae
,
and from the slow but a teady- thinking Men of the Land. Nor
doea that difference in birth imply that theae laat two ciaaetj
were any leaa important aa backbone, any l esa vigorous in
mental atreng th , then than now. It simply means that they were
otherwiee oecupied.Napol eon wa8 making of them the aturdy,
w*ae,«nd aound maaaea of hia army-an- ov er" the- world. Flam-
beau, roman tie and p ra c ti cai, the thinker whoae emotional
aen aitiveneaa had to yield to a fiery desire for "le lux" of
mad adventure, it no mere creation of Rostand,but one of the
L
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truest types of the French B ou rg e o i s i e j an d the peasant, in
his simpler way of life, is akin to him.Fine men to buil* an
amy fronijand excellent men from whom to draw auth ore ,p hii
-
©e©phere,and ecientiets. But Napei son willed that they should
be the former, under hie regime;and the writing therefor had
to be done mostly by the grande et petite nobi esses. N ot an,
th oiigh; Villemain ,ab out whom I should like en thouei as ti cai ly
to taik,l ateri anA Gmizot of "la vieVlle b ou rgeoi si e" » *.nd Vic*
tor Cousin whom the dictionary gives as "file d'un ouvrier-
joaill e r" -are an quite noticeably by evidence of their very
names, simple men by birth,And Victor Hugo too was of
"famille tres modeste".
Liberal th oug h t, in te re s t in the practical problem* of wide
imp ortance,deeire to see the epread of new ideas and theo-
ries, whether in science, eoci%logy or art,an belong natural-
ly to the B ourgeoi sis; on whose shoulders for so long has
lain so much of the building and carrying on of the world's
work^&ere and there among the ari s toe racy(par ticularl y in tWs.
peried of which ws have been Speaking) have deem wis« and
deep- thinking men;now and then have kings and emperors
helped the growth of liberal thought, and free though t, wi th-
in their own domains. But, general ly c onsider ed , th e greater
In name have been the less in e rea tivji^y . And that would be
doubly true in the reign of a Bonaparte(er the semi-
kings who came after him ) J wh o, much as he might desire an
aristocracy about him(for he had hie worl dly- s oci al ambi-
tions ae well »s his worl dy- c onquering ones), was neverthe-
less most unlikely to handle very gently an y humani ty- wid e
hopee,in a grour> ©f men whose fathers would have looked
upon him with horror, AH of which goes to ehow why there.

were but few gritt author* at that early time; why thee© few
were ehiefly ef the ari s tberaey; 1 1 sgewe also why they were
•• JJLLJ gnat; since it would take a strong mind and char-
acter to onreoie the do wn" dragging fear of the censor, the
heary despair of the a ristoc ra t, and the general fatigue of
mind and b ody» Today , th e writers feel another kind of
burden--that is, the weight of the resp onsibi i ty for explain-
ing and exploring everything in man and nature— even the un-
• xplorabl e; the weight of the duty, as San Waiter Foes amus-
ingly puts it in one of his poems, te "jump in &nd m*ke the
old thing go". That has long been the duty of the upper and
lower B ©u rge oi eie, backed by the sturdy aid of the peasant,
acting as a balianc c-wheel)*jtnd necessary brake. Many of the
modern men show that they feel itjand some few of them
handle it well, a* authors and thinkers, A f«w others of the
Bourgeoieie--notably J.R.Bioeh, a. very interesting essayist
among the soderns— feel that the ascendency is already slow-
ly passing out of their hands into th©se of the peasants and
lower classes. A "Peup le" ,now growing li terate, thoughtful
,
class-conscious as a literary brotherhood, is coming up,in
*11 lands. The French Bourgeoisie, for the time at lea st,are
dulled by apost-and pre-war ( 1 8 70? 1 9 1 4- 1 9 1 8 ) nerv e- wrack ed
mor ©sen ess) deepened by the sp oil ed- child attitude of the
capitalist's eon t© whom an things have come too easily,
while his nature (the natural nature of Young-Ones eager to
fight the world) demanded dragons and diff icul fci ee . This par-
ticular group recognises its own failings, its own need to
get into harnees;but it does not quite know wha t harness;
*
.Jea*- Richard Bloch, "Carnival estMort".
A
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and feels itself too out of touch with the less materially-
satisfied classes, who are so much coming to the fore, to
write for them, or of them* and so leaves i t to them .
erary Literary influences are elusive and difficult things to
Influen ces-
trace,at any time. And paricularly so perhaps in transition-
pe rieds, wh ose very shifting phases make for vagueness in all
e. that has to do with them. For the 1800-1850 gr oup , wha t ev e
r
1800-1820
•
literary influences came to them were mostly from Germany
and Engl and- -and on the whol e, from the earlier generations
of those countries, at th at. Tha t Madame de Stael was practi-
cally the f irs t, c ertainly the first in importance , to intro-
duce German thought into France, is a mere common-place of
literary knowl edge. She traveled mueh in Germany, read much,
knew many great men there;«nd must *ieo have known In France
the great German writer of travels, and weighty student of
science, Von Humb©lt,wh© for a long while lived in France,
and wrote in French.He it was, with the help of de Stael, who
transplanted ixtto French philosophy the general German philo-
sophical me th ©ds, which were of metaphisicai width, rather
than pragmatical logic.
Even more vital than philosopher and scfcenti«1;te my mind,
were the many who trasiated into French the English and
German peets and drama tis ts# The English were already freed
from the too-classic c onv en tions ,b oth on the stage and in
writings— and it was just during this formative phase of
French literature, when the Romantic School was alertly
watching for chance and precedence in breaking loose from
such c ©nven tiont, tha t such men as Bejamin Cons tan t,P i err e
L ebrun ,Barahte, turned to Schiller and Lesaing as spiritual
leaders from G e rmany J whil e Delille,de Vigny,and Letourneur
were translating Shakespeare an d Milton from the English,
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Probably the German theater, romanti c rather than classic in
style, was as bitterly opposed in France as was the theater
of Hugo. But how it must have encouraged the latter!
True, Constan t was afraid to produce the pl«-y8 of Schiller
as they were. The old French dramatic ideal, with its one chie^
charac ter, i ts one chief passion,! ts unities of time and
place, he could not shake off from his shoul de rs ; and into
that conventional form he forced the lh ©1 e- life- gamut of
the German idea. Yet, if his courage did not go e/uite so far
as to produce it on the e tag e ( our "5, en jam in Cons tan t, daring
and steady of thought,but vaciiating and unsure of action,
how he shows himself therel ),*t least he certainly knew of
this anti-claseic ideai;he read it, talked it, spread it by
interesting others in it, and so helped to refresh the FrencV.
s tag e. Cha teaub riand was undoubtedly awar e ,a c tuai ly and
em oti onaliy, of Goethe. His own sensibility m*de him particu-
larly perceptive of Goethe* s younger, Wei tschm eri period.
The impassioned subjectivity of "Werther" made part of that
same Reeherche.du Moi which ran ail over France, with
Chateaubriand himself its finest master of writing.
So, through phil oeophy , eci enc e, drama, and poetry from
Germany and England,* new outlook was given to French think-
ers of that period—an outlook of width, of escape from
cl assicisffi, of ideals, and of subjective emoZtiens exquisite-
ly expressed.
This present century, one of international news-
papers and reviews, of exchange-p rof ess ore , and unending trans-
lations, has literaly a world of literature to choose from;
and influences have run madly from one country to another.
Russian ideals especially have hit them 8-11 ha rd. Reaii s ti.c
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in epi te of certain mystical 1 eaningsj c ruei and pssimlstic,
morbidly tragic anf frankly stark, it has yet never for a so-
men t let go ef the technical r>rincirl«s of writing nor of the
thea ter--m©re than one could Bay for moat of the products ©f
other lands, I thinktlt has managed to keep integrety of form
with originality an d depth of tragic though t--a combination
peculiarly to the wind of the modern F renchman, and likely t©
influence him deeply. The perfect dramatic workmanship of
Tchkow, the splendid though dolorous style of Dostoiewski,
and the impracti eai , sincere humani tariani sm of Tolstoi, all
are part of the multiform Russian Spirit; and all have their
appeal for other na ti cns--ab cv e an, for F rinc e. S o, to© , there
is a breath of Italian conception through modern French
writings. We read 3 erao, deeply plunging i^to the "occult deptW
of the human soul B i D' Ay\ Attn s i o,ba ttling with words and arms
for his coun try, p outing forth an extraordinary fullness of
musical poetry, lesding the van with his strong and vivid
theater. And then so many other?--Fucini ,Fi r«ndei lo,Barrili
,
Salvatore Farina-- f Un eecpec tedl y rich in influence over
French writings, ail of these. These are the chief direct in-
fluence s. th ers there have been also, from other lands. But
th ose, ch i ef 1 y indi roc t; ei th er acting upon the periods before
us which have in turn reacted up on the present; or filleting
to the larger numbers of authors through the works of the f©W
— -As, for exampl e,F ranee knew 3yron, through tr ansi a ti ons; or
as it knew Chatt erton, only through de Vignyj or as Marcel
Proust disguised our own Pee, and then ^resented him to France
D. Comparison Tim e, appa ren tl y, was not of supreme importance to the
©f Forms
and master- writers ©f the early 1 3d 0' a. For that matter, not even
Styl es.
1. Dignity yet does the Frenchman so bow to time as to let it fill an
WsB.Force.
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his horizon or interfere with his joy in lif ejnor does the
modern author in France seem t© feel quite «o hurri ed, ei ther
in style or in actual rapidity of production's doee hie con-
temporary in the United States. Those Great Old Fellows had
or« time than the modern F renchm an, though. Th ey had an life
to produce inj and their readers were willing to give days, or
weeks to happily reading a book. Which may explain why, in
thoee days, styles were noted for clarity mixed with charm, per-
fect! on of express! on, and a great slow dignity. An those
things are a delight to the liesurely— a delight, even where
the content is not aa significant &s one might wish; or where
thejwh ol e lacks what the p res en t m om en t cai la "snap". The rea-
sons for the present " snappinesa " ,n o ti c eabl e in France as
well as over here--though perhaps less so— are evi den t. N ews-
paper- styles have long been at work on 1 i tera tur e; 1 ong from
our point of view, at least, going back even farther than
Kipling, er the French F euill e toni s tes ,N ewer ,
a
n d m ore subtly
disin teg rating, has been the influence of the"Chose -Vui--
The cin ent, swif tes t way to tell the longest possible story,
is one of the most powerful types of th*« " Thing-Seen'.For
what written description could make so living, to the stupid-
est imaginati on, the s trangen es s , f as cinati on, diff e r enc es , of
far lands, far p e opl es, s trange happenings?H ow long, how in-
volved, would have to be the sentences that could express an
the shades and complexities of thought and situation which
a "movie" makes live in the space of one vivid moment!
Comic sheets are funnier, with less effort to the mass-mind,
than ever a written tai e can be. And few are the wits who can
coapete—unless their work be v e ry brief and f orcef ui--wi th
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the am* zing cleverness of the cartoon.Mo wonder then that
writers today in nearly ail countries feel that they must
speed- up,sue t give to their styles brevity and force rather
than imaginative amplitude.
D.-2- Possibly that haste also explains The origin of the
The "Stream
of "Stream of Consciousness" idea, the "Slice of Life form.Thia
Conscious-
ness", strange new germ has attacked novelis t, short-story writer,
and the
"Slice of drara atis t. This Current of Cons ci oue nee a theorty insists that
Lif e"-
no novel,no t»l e»no piay,shaii have either plot nor plan* theire
shall be no b eginning--ster ely a jump into the middle of some--
thing;aio climactic ending,.just a stopino rising sweep of
•actions playing dram a ti cai ly into each other, simply a series
of happenings more or less (usually less, to the wc^ry reader)
important and enlightning. True the short-story camouffiages
best— ideed, often excellently weil--the discomforting effects
such
of this germJfor here may be created^a pers on»-i ,sub jec tiv e
,
suggestive atmosphere wtrithin so sm ail a space that the reader
feels the emotional tension as quite sufficient in itself,
with no need for plot nor drama. The Italian M ode rni s ts , who
have mueh influence over French writers, are especially en-
dowed with this abil i ty. Pi randei 1 o ,f or exampi e, successful ly
creates an emotion aione^so vital, so poignantly interesting,
that one does not realise the lack of an individual behind
that emotionjnor is one aware of the nothingness of background-
causes or events. Not an n ov eli s ts , dram a ti s ts , or tellers of
short sharp tales, have fallen victim to this germjnot even
in the United S tates , where it has been particularly virulent;
certainly not in France. But even the dramatis ts , who should
know it least, are not iraatune--as witness Sacha Guitry,in
* Notice such men as Giraudoux,3 ourge t,P erochon, Es tauni er.
*i
1
1*
Francei or tht author of "Street Scene" here--not to Mention
Jean Giraudoux,and Eugene O'NeillOf course it i£ briefer,
perhaps simpl e r , c e rtainl y more up to date, to describe a bit
out of one's mental flow, or »n isoloted touch of life, in-
stead of producing the careful 1- rounded, unifi ed wholes which
were the accepted literary productions of the earlier group
dealt with in this dts^ul si ti on. Curi ousi y enough, as long as
the thing deserib ed--ev en t or emotion--is js oiated, that is
*ll that the Anglo-Saxons seem to care about; I taiy and Prance
still seem to prefer at least a touch of re*i and thrilling
drama. In this country, one of the most important trans-
gressors in this line is Gertrude Stein--more brutal, I think
than almost any •uthor in France. Equaiy prolific, she £8 more
v ig orous, though less steady and suave, than her f ell ow- wri te
r
Joseph Hergesheim er, who has of late bemn unusually industri-
ous in presenting to us young feminine Streams of Conscious-
ness. In Italy, the strongest of them and one of the most in-
fluential for Prance, as I have said, is Pi randei 1 o—in his
capacity of sk • tch-wri ter,M en entendu,not as drsm ati s t. H e
writes in tim ate, deep ly- though tful sketches of poignant person-
al tragedi es , usual ly am ong the middle ci asses .H e, and those
Frenchmen who follow him (and they are many) have no love for
great heroics^as had the early 180O'a,nor for glorious sacri-
fices;but in these ske tches , French or I tai i&n, of t en lies a
ntarvelous talent for showing the depth an d sharpness of de-
spair in the ordinary human heart.No morbidity in Pirandello
(though alas his French disciples often have much of it),
mo too-sentimental touchingnes s;but strength and potency of
description in a world og dismay and pain. Rather like him
Note especially , Pi randello, "Et Domani ,Lunedi
c(
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though lackinng his p • cul i ar ari ti es ofi s tyl e (such a* the in-
tensely personal opening, or the ex traordina ri ly pertinent
psychological onservations with which he begins a tale), is
the Preitch writer Louis H em on,au th or of, among other things,
the tense little volume entitled La Belle que V oil a", with
its sharp analyses and its harsh smai 1 tragedi es . Ernes t Pero-
chon ale© excells in this Slices of L if e.H e, h cwev e r , adds a
surprising dash of atmospheric imaginations to his situations*
a cloudy feeling that more ha s been implied than said, al-
though enough has been said to prevent any touch of frustrauis,
curiosity on the part of the reade r. P e r och on ' s charac ters, un-
like those of most of his con tern oparary c oun trym en # a r e of no
H
especial world Jn«i ther of High Society,nor the demi,nor the
middl e-cl asses; al though occasionally they are recognisably
peasants. Ae a rule they are creations of th em 3 elv es • suf f i ci eni;
and sufficiently strange, unto th ems elv es. An d in that} they
are more unlike those of the 18C0's even than are the others
of today.
reading
,
D«--5- With the desire for sped in wjrUUkjVg encouraged by the
Haste in
Styles, "Chose Vue",goes naturally the need for hasty production—an^
wi
Desire for above all,ahxiety to be at the head of the line of contempo-
Swift
Fame. rary fame almost bef ore ( s cm e tim es a long way before) the
a. In artist has learned his trade. This is as evident in art as in
Art.
writing, in poetry as in prose. Art exhibi ti ons , in France as well
as here, are full of so-caned finished works which the artist,
of the last century, if he were not to© deadly ashamed of them
to exhibit them at all, would surely have labeled "sketch",
u ebauche",or some other name by which we might know that he
did not consider them the highest perfection to which he
could attain.
cc
D.-4-
Va ri • ty
of Pom
vs.
Rubb er-
S tamp
.
a. 180 0-
vs. 1900,
b.In poetry. 1 believe the now-dying phase of Vers-Libre was caused 21.
by this same longing to be suddenly weil-fenown(I will not
s*y,f am ous; som e of lit looks too much like no tori e ty) . Sur el y
that must be part of the secret back of the a s toni ns hi ng
poetry of Robert de Mon tesqi ou-F ezansac , " Chercheur d 1 emoti ons
rar«B,#t am ateur d'un art complique*.
Such eagerness for public approval is possibly ais© one of
the a:ain reasons why the authors of the present day a often
run to what we can the " rubb e r- s ta^p " , th e lack of variety
in type of work. It takes time to become either a poet or a
novelistjbut only half as long to become one of these, as to
get oneself known as both, For which reason, wri ters today
have only one sp eciatfy; whereas such men as Alfred de Musset
et Mirriaet,not to say Victor Hugo and Cha teaubriand, wer
e
artists of a high order in more thai one field of literature.
With their minds fixed on their work,not on their own
fame, the men of 1800-1850 were in no vast haste to come be-
for the public in one ^individual" c os tume» Ehey sang for
the joy of singing; wrote prose when the song did not flow to
melody; took their time,and produced a thing of beauty for
its own sake. Or, if not great enotogh to bring forth great
works, at least they Spent much time on polishing an d perfect-
ing their little jewels of technique.Quaii ty ,no t quantity,
would have been their siogan--if they had been sufficiently
materialistic to think of si ogans , whi ch most of them were
not. The men of this moment, and of j»14*/*/ this century thfts
far, want to get there first.And.as the great ones likewise
sincerely desire to put forth good work, they must perforce
confine themselves to one brsmch only.
c(
c
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Among our c entemp or« ri ee , the re i»,te b« sure, now an d then a
well-known naa e which is important in several different
linee of writing. Such a naffl e is that of Romain-Roliand
.
the
History of Music, the theater,M ography, as well as^noveis
for which he is famous, have all tempted his vigorous and
powerful pen. And, ai though to us in this country his popu-
larity may have looked unusually rapid in its growth, it is
nevertheless true that in variety of works, and in length
both of the p roduc ti on-p e ri ods and of the books themselves^
he is by no means kin to the rubber-stamp men of whom I have
sp ok en. And re' Maurois too m*y come under the same heading as
Romain Roll and, in this respect} ai th ough the greatest power of
Rolland lies in his wonderfully analytic novels, while Maurofc
has produced his best results in biography. In spite of the
fact that the styles of the two are dif f eren t--v ery--s till
,
in thought and ideal, in the sympathetic portrayal of human
life, in clear and studied analyses, and in a certain gentle
ironydess gentle, and almost bitter ? in Rollandfless frequent
in Maurois), it seems to me that these two authors move in tta.
same wide world. On the other hand,Pierre Vil 1 e tard , t ende r and
del igh tful ; Andre L ich tenberg er, cl ev er ,k een, y e t sympa theti cj
and Julian Greene, with his cruel sharpness of vision and his
unsparing descriptions of whatever sentiments and reactions
that vision sees--all are men of importance at this present
moment, yet all men essentially of a rubber- s tamp »F or tuna t
Strowski sayB,* * S'.il y a un conseil ^u' il faut rep'eter^a
.it
„nos jeunes ecrivains,c est de se renouveier %ans cease;'
And he makes it elear that such a renewing must be above $11
in variety , in an branches of li te ratur e. Thi s variety the
.Portunat S trowski
,
n Ren*i e san ce litteraire de
la France con temporaine", page 168.
1
2^
D.-5-
Dif fermc «8
in
Styl es-
a. Imagina-
ti on
ve
.
Sordid
Reali ty.
mten of the last c en tury , eep eci all y during the first thirty
years, considered necessary, to rouad-iat their work. Except
for the his torians; they found their own field varied
enough. The men of today scorn that advice? but their scorn
looks like a sign of disabili ty , ra ther than one of disincli-
nations sign of sheer haste, rather than an inescapable
urge in any one direction.
And if there is a difference in spirit between the two
epochs we are considering, that same difference is manifest
in the styles, as much as in viewpoint and subject-matter.
Two main ideals of style can be traced clearly am ong the men
of our first g roup ; one ,ful 1 of imaginative charm and a
tender gaiety; the other, somber an d sad,despai ringly super-
sensitive. Y e t both are essentially idean s ti c; b o th suave and
graceful, whether in verse or prose. The styles of today revel
in short crisp sentences (very unmusi cai j v e ry difficult if
one reads a loud) * wf. th an extraordinary prefernce,in many cases
for a dirty realism and a general aordidness—no wonder that
the poets of France are beginning to revolt from it! Apropos
of thi8,it is interesting to note that the phase of the
ri equ e'- - th e sex-risque', if one may can it »e--appears to be
wearing itself out in France, after so many gen er ati ons ; but
it seems to have changed its country, to come over to us.
Finally, we are forced to reaiia e,parti cul arly iia reading
aioud,that the old styles were pi easanter,more flowing,more
cleverly and wittily worded. S tendhai claimed that the finest
modal for style, was Le Code Civil e. Cl ear ,1 admit, and un-
ambiguous,but hardly graceful or thrii ling. Though I K^dvV
that it is a relief to find that ambiguity of phraseology
(
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D ie not as prtvtlint in press as in poetry. Take this Cod«
Proust Civile etyl«,mix it lightly with Marcel Proust's id«a that
J?" ,, 4e srt is to "paint life as it c om es , wi thou t e el ec ti on" , an d
"hi Btl e nan r
A r t •
one has a fair view of some of the p eculia ri ti ee of some--
many— of the modern 8 tyl i s te. P roue t is by no means the only
one to advocate that amazing choice of "no selection";
which would have been looked upon with utter dism ay by the
men of Chateaubriand's time. For if one does no selecting,
whether in writing or in painting, if one makes no lovely or
revealing arrangement of the f ac ts , whe rein lies the art?
Rep resen ta ti on , in itself, is not art, unless the artist puts
into it a je ne sais quoi of newness, of fresh extj r esei on; un-
lese he so rearranges things (as Nature has no desire to do)
in truly meaningful proportions that mere life Suddenly re-
veals itself as Life with a Cap i ta l-i e tte r. Art should be
in te rpre ta ti on>n ot mere repres em ta ti on* Th e latter is IJus t
Nature;and Whistler say e,* "Nature is very rarely right; to
such an extent that it might be said that nature is usually
„
. in
wrong .And the recognition or n on- re c ogni ti on of that
theory lies one of the fundamental differences between style
5. in the earlier periods, and styles at the present moment.
E. Subject- Even more enlightening than form or style, is a study of
Matter.
a. Ideals the favorite sub jec t-atatter of a man or a period-- the
vs.
Type-Cases, content of the novel or poem . Cha teaub ri and,E*m ar tine ,d e
Vigny--or,la ter, the grave a clear-cut writer, de Herti*--
ch08e re essential content of whatever they *6re writing,
the expression of an ideal; that was the preference of their
tim e s, N ow, the preference is for a d es crip ti on
,
gene ran y an
Pennell, "Art of Whi s tl e r" ,pg. 9 1 •
(<
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analytic d es c rip ti on, of typ «b , habi ts , "p sy ch ol ogi cai inter-
ior8 n— an fxpreeeion for which we are, I bel i ev e , end eb ted
to M. Mid re Mauroie.
b.The Stendhal firet,and now M.Maurice Barres,a r e responsible
"Glorifi- 7
cation of for an ideal which M.Rene Doum£c,with fiery disapproval,
Energy".
calls "La glorification de 1 1 en e rgi e" . An ugly ideal, im-
pressively insinua ti ong,in which brute energy, no matter how
used,is put forward as the great glory of mankind. In part,
this ideal is probably due to the comparatively recent
world-wide passion for sports. It woyil d scarcely have
c.La appealed to Madame de S ta el— or men like Alfred de Musset!
Theorie
du Some other auth ore ,n otably d'Annunzi.o in Italy,paui Eourget
Pardon. /
Andre Side, Francis Carco,*nd Les Marguerite in Prance,
have evolved another id eai ,p e rhap s equally regrettable--'
"La Theorie du Pardon" (again I use of phrase from Doumic,
used in "Les Jeunes" and in a lecture of which I have the
v
'notes%In this theory, all imm oral i ty , and more particularly
that of a wife, must be pardoned and c onden ed; app ar en tly
because her husband, having married her, is therefor responsi-
ble for her faults; or sometimes because she simply cannot
help being unpleasantly hum an ! Th es e, t o be sure,may be con-
sidered as modern ideals* exp res sed in literary form. But they
are hardly what those Earlier Writers would have thought
" ideaji " j and they are usually put forth by modern authors
not as ideals,but as type- and case-studies only. But then,
no ideal is as attractive to a modern, as any "type-case".
just
P. Growth Most of what has. been said of rubb er- s tamps , s ty 1 es , and
of
Biography sub ject-matte r, refers to nov el s,p oetry ,and shor t- s tori es .
and
History. Bi og raphy, hi s tory ,»nd philosophy are of different stuff.
"Where there is no vision, the people t> erish "; and it is a

eignificant &nd interesting inquiry, to follow from century
to century the fall of the Mantle of Vision from one group
of authote to another. In the early days of French writings,
in the days of Pr ©i ssa r t, and Combines , tha t Matle had fallen
from the sang-poets to the hi s tori ans. Imagine ti on was theirs,
wi t an d
and dramatic fcree,and un « rr ing^wi ed om in the choice of words,
and incidents; so that a toi osph e re , char sc ier , and charm were
created. True facts, not dry s tati s ti cs; real men, but treated as
though their chroniclers were also their creators and knew
all their inmost eecreeies of thought and ac ti on.par tly was
this due to the real naivete of those men as authors; partly
to real genius as writers. In the seven teen'hundreds too it
was the hi s torians— cl o sely pressed by the poets— who held
the Vision. During our fi rs % eigh teen-hundred/p eri oiLy there
were indeed still hi s torians, and great ones they were, too.
Yet the mantle of vision did not truly oel ong to that field,
at that time. Rather had it fallen ur on the noveli s ts, who were
even on those first thirty ye ear of the century, the best
dre am era;
Today it seems to be the turn of the Biographers to wear
the old dreaming-man tl e of vision. For in spite of Spor&dic
romantics in other forms of l i te ra ture, th e writers of bio-
graphies tire today our real romanc ers, ou r greatest dramatists
--•yes, even i^se of them who do actually write plays, like
Drinkwa ter, in Engl and. If you want a thrilling dram a, with plot
and unity, climax and vivid incident, a living hero human in
cherra
;
strength
(
and ?eakn ess ,ycu will find them ail he-rtily
offered to you in the works of Straehey ,Mauroi s,Ludwig; or,
among the stilV great, tut possibly l esser^men, 1 ock John
Srskin and Charles Maurras,and J . Luc a s-Lub re ton . T^ es e authors
i
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,it may bt,ire less bound to th e on e-b i te- on ly ideal,be-
cause they ftre concerned wi th the whole life of a man; and
a life is essentially a unified whole,no step of it totally
isolated from the restjwhich holds true even from the view-
point of a Behaviorist! Perhaps too the biographer unconscious -
ly feels that he has more time to j? 1 t, d ream ,and create, than
hae the novelist or dram a ti e t, f or after all a life is not
the ereation of a day, even in the writing of it; he is justi-
fied in living awhile with his man.Or possibly these writers
know that their subjects are of enduring imp o r t anc e; tha t
they need not compete with the swift momentary flaeh, de-
manding but a short hold on the attention, of the Chose-Vue
as brought to us by the cin em a tag raph , th e cartoon, the adver-
tising-poster, The life of a great man is not a thing of the
moment, but of all time; and so does not need to make the shaiy>
grab at our interest, as do the invented tale or play^Such a
being
life.^ vitally important to all who wish to know the world
and the growth of mankind, i s in itself drama , hi a tory , c harm,
and the Vision--and so its chroniclers may well discuss it
with the ca re,}ov e,and wise c raf tsmanship , tha t all these men
do give to it.
2- The method of the modem biographers is much like that
Hi s torian s-
of todays h i s torians j b o th are in terp re ting ,a s well as
chronicling, fac ts and figures. And both owe much, for method
and in spi ra ti on, to the historians of that group of 1800-1830*
Madame de Stael,and Thi erry , s tand probably as the greatest of
theee.The former, as logically clear and sharp as she was
generous and humani tarian , used history largely as a means
for expressing her wide ideals for the progress of mankind--
the socio-his torians, now, tread in her track s, wh c th e r they
ti
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know it or not. A foraulator of thoughts and th « ori 08 , e« e
cared son for these than for the description of peoples and
epoch e, Thierry, on the c onfcra ry , th ough fully as lucid of
it
thought, and certainly as fine a logician as M.m4.--,de Stael,
was less interested in th eori ee , h owev e r much they might ex-
plain or further nan's progres a, than he was in history as a
tale-- true , an instructive taie--that is tol d©Hts tori c truth
and exactitude he insisted ut>on,of courseiand serious,
reasoned c ri ti ci sra. Bu t he m&de his study one of peoples
rather than of social problemsjand mingled a felicitous art
of imaginative narrative with the historical facts. So, he
built of the wh ol e , s ©m e thing equal in charm to the works of
the men of the older tim e s, poin ting out to his contempo-
raries and succ esser8-«particul arly hie successors of today--
a new type of history, lit by that truth so neatly statid
by Dr. Feissing er, in a lecture on Paul Bourget-* B L' emotion
cree la lucidite.Le medecin se berce de 1 illusion que la
froidure de l' observ ation est la condition de la justesse.
Rien de moins exacte.La froidure fait la s ech e res s e , e t non
pas la r es sembl an ce n • Thi 8 same epoch knew other fine
writers of history—Gui z oy,M ign e t, Vi 11 em ainj th ough the last
was more critic than historian. Emoti on , ob se rv a ti on,
and lucifii ty , th ey had them all. And although, as I have said,
the Vision seemed rather tc belong to the noveliete of
that era,atill were the historians of great importance;
and much of that importance lay in what they started, as in_
spiration for the men of our time. And neither thay,nor
thier immediate successors^-in biography or hi s tory--hav
e
been troubled by that G e rm Of Short-Snap which has troubled
Renai ee an
Page 155.
*, Quoted by Fartunat Strowski , " cs Litteraire,
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other branches of our modern literature.
The study of the novel alone, iv\ iH long »nd most im-
portant dev el opm en t, would be sufficient to keep one thought-
ful mind busy for a long tim e. H e re , h av ing so many other
kinds of writing to discuss, the novel can only be swiftly
glanced at. Yet even so it is worth while to take a quick
survey of its changes from century to century. The begin-
nings of the true novel lie in the seventeenth century, al-
though at that time there was still a lack of understanding
as to its real purpose, its re*l business in life as a liter-
ary form. The au th ore- - D\l^fe,Mile de Scudery,La Caipranede--
knew neither what to do, nor how to do itjbut they had found
a new form , dc s tin e d to become a very great one,f ront the early
1800'fc to this ra cm en t« Ai s o, thei r works had charm and verve,
plenty of changeing events, and richness of imagination, if
little reality. In these things, they were nearer to the
first of our Two Periods, than to us. In the latter part of
that c en tury , th e s e qualities were somewhat dimmed by what
one might call the marriage tf the novel with /tJM/ a sort
»f contemporary historyjgood for the hi s tory ,t> erhap s ,but im-
poverishing for the novel.- And then came the birth of two new
forms-- the Roman de Moeurs, and the Roman de 1 a Nature, That
first form of these two, was very closely followed ih the
1800-1850 p e ri od, deal ing as it difl wirh id eas,phi iosophi cal
the ories, and criticism of social abusesjin preference to
the portrayals of characters and events, which we know best
n ow.
The eigh teen-hundreds ,a3 far as the novel is concerned,
should be .divided into three sharply differentiated periods:-
the Napole Qnic> the Roman ti c-- d omina ted by Victor Hugo*, and
finally the Realistic Schools, from which grew the modern
I
novel. The Napoleonic age(i.t. th « first half of the ?0
1800-1850 period) was one having little vitality or
original i ty-- two things which Napoleon trusted not at i-11
A.
in literature,nor elsewhere except in his own hands . Oha teau-
briand and Benjamin Cons tan t( wh ose %*m e so belied h\s
ac ti ons, al th ough his ideas were steady enough) were the
only novelists worth n oting, during those years. But, if the
content of books was poor, it seems to rae nevertheless
possible that the very repression brought to bear on them
may have had an excellent effect upon the so- rich era which
followed.lt seems quite probable that the richness in $orm,
the grace and beauty in style, with which men under the
Emperor had to content themselves when they dared not put
their best efforts into ideas or theories,may have been|in
large part resronsible for the splendid florescence of
the Romantic School.
P. 5- The various Realistic Schools wh ch sprang Up during
c- The
Novel of the last half oil the eighteenth cen tury4 b ring us down
1900-1930^
to modern times. And here we find two or three types
of real importance.
Of these types, one has more or less escaped The 3erm
—
that is, the Roman de ia Campagn e, sue c es sor to the RomAn de
la Nature. A. 1 ei surely , th ough tful set of novels, in content
and descriptive powers very like the sh or t- s tori es of
Bazin»Coppee,Maup assan t, or Alphinse Daudet* Those tai «s of
the latter half of the last c en tury, how ev er, differ from the
present novel of The Land, in that they were describing a
people still virileia group(or rather,,^ tout*, a Jstill very
much it8elf,and very proud of that self; a peasantry still
up and coning, on the farm. Whereas now, Rene Bazin,?ranc/oi s
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C oppee; An atol e Le Braz,and that exquisite describer of
L orraine, Emil e M oss ely, who are the f ortaost men now inter-
ested in the peasants, are writing with %1 1 the resigned sad-
ness of men talking about types that are slowly but inevi-
tably passing out of sight--"La Terr* qui m eurtn , Ci ti es and
industrial c enters, f»c tori es, and the liveliness of mechani-
cal indus tri e 3, a r e drawing the youth and strength from the
farms in Franc e . On e~ra a n garden 3, one-family trades, the indi-
vidual work that made Prance so intensely an individualistic
nation, are vanishing? and with them (very gradually, to b«
sure) the many sharply-defined p eas an t- typ es that so delight-
ed the authors ©f Maupassant s day. And the men of today
write of th ewjre g re tf ul ly and unders tan dingl y; and charmingly
as well; with none of the haste or flurry that would sit so
ill on p eaa an t- th ough t or peasant" faria.
The Roman de Moeurs is a more personal type than the Rom*n
de la Campagne.But personal more because the writer takes a
personal interest in i^ , than . bee aus e he actually puts him-
self subjectively into his b ook b-- though sometimes he does
just that. Irony and pity are the k ey-no te s ,b oth here and in
France? with a decided apice of bi tt ern ess , in many cases.
"Strong", " amer" , "d' une syr&pathie chai eurRHS e " , are the ad-
jectives I find most often used by the cri ti cs, appli ed to
contemporary authors, Julian Greene, for example,&nd Eduard
Rod, are typical as students and painters of harried souls.
And by the way, in view of the present scientific interpreta-
tions of mankind, I think the m any-m eaninged French word
L'*me" infinitely preferable to our word "soul" with its
spiritual c onn o ta ti on-- in this connection, I mean,bien
entendul
.
Whether one readers the works of Abel Hermant,lit
I «
<
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with a keen *nd cutting irony, and R«n« Boysleeve whose
8 tyl • is so starring a refutation of Marcel Proust' sj or
whether one turns to the women, and looks gravely and stren-
uously at the vigorously-drawn world of Coilette Yver,or
watches with half - tsnde r
}
half-b affi ed amusement Gyp' s un-
happy and futile characters; wheres oeve r one turns, never,
never is there any escape from the Problems of the Soul,
m@r from the atmosphere of shaky social customs#in *ll
classes and all groups. And her e
,
sp eaking of social, and
soul -pr obi ems, I should like to ask «• question, to which I
have myself been unable to find a satisfactory answer,but
which seems to me pregnant of many things,more especially
as the question fcs apparently growing less in France, and
stronger here: -Why is it that modernism is developing so
uncleanly a desire for the description of the soiled?
J-M/Lk For sheer obscenity? French art had it—Matisse,
Ren oi r ,G auguin; and now our young painters ^ I would not
willingly call them artists) are absolutely crawling with
it. French literature had it--and still has, though less.
The woa en, too, both here and there. How can one mind write
poems as purely free from the animal-passions as those of
Madan\« de N oai 11 es, books as cleanly touching as sem« of
hers— and then conceive stuff of such repugnant nastiness
of detail as some others she, and other women, have produced?
Is it the same thing which makes a Stephen Vincent Benet
write " David B ,and then turn to exquisite lyric? The
answer is too deep for me.
'-4- Possibly that s oil ed- desi r e is in someway connected,
The Cul
t
of by attraction or revolt, it is hard to say which, with the
Childhood-
new group that now reigns %bove nearly eveything else,
4
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co-regent with w±-btt scientific an d p s eudo- ai en tif i c thought
that is, the tai e , es say ,an d general literature of The
Child. Nei ther Ame ri ca,H orth or South, nor F ranc e , I taiy
,
Rus$\a,are free from the fret and worry of him. This is the
day of the child; in education, in the home, in books.No
country is free from the idea that the child is "father of
the man"jand it would seem that, as "father", he must be
master of the house.Even in the Russian theater, the child
stands out. His poetry,by himself, is in the magazjnes-^ hi
s
,
usually, in England and in France; hers ,most of ten, here.He
writes, and paints, and builds s cuip tur e , f o r public appearance;
he who would express himself long before his infant years
can possibly have awakened in him anything to express, or
to express with;unless he be that most rare of things,
a
true genius. And not only does he write, but he is written
about. Arnold Bennet has produced some inimitably-drawn
child-sketches; so delicately done, so deliciousiy suggestive,
that mn one wholly out of harmony with the cult of child-
hood cannot but rejoice in them. And just within the last
few mon th s, Th om as Beer has created for us two totalljt de-
lightful y oungs ter3, Usually, howver, the children are more '
than a little too obvious, too a 11-p e rv assiv e ,bo th here and
abroad. Of the adolescent age— here, a real problemjin
France, an unhappy group, if one may judhe by literature--!
am not sp eaking . S Om e very sane and wise, some very lovely
practically all such books are written with the straight-
forward intention of helping to sollfC a problem, to straighten
out the diff icul ti es; and so are not strictly among the
few rare excep tJjons,i s becoming sheer s entimen tali ty ; wi th
books have been written of them V-Yv many languages. But
«i
tier* and there what looks like cringing to a master--The
Master of the House. Italy is full of i t . Th ough, as in Prlnci,
the greater part of the Italians seen to be singing more
or less emotional swart-songs ,1 am en ting( s om etimes almost to
tears) over their own chil dhoo ds. Of the Italians, the two
finest, to my mind, are de Amicis and Chieea.The former i_a So
well known that I could scarcely say anything about hia
without plagiari sing. Chi esa has also his followers in France-
bit are sh ort ,%necdotai reminiscences of chtldhood and
youth, simply ^©ld.A proper seatiment,a bit of n»'iv« and
affectionate humour; there is nothing dramatic here,nothing
deeply movingjbut yet, an insight into the everyday emotions
of very-young Italian boyishness.
The Italian authors, even when ov e r- em o ti onal , 1 eav e us
with the feeling that the Italian child is rather a normal
c rea ture. Ab ou t French children, I do not feel so sure; though
it is perhaps because it is only the sup e rs ensi tiv e , th e ai 1-
bufmorbid child, wh© interests the writersjand that is why
we find so many of that sort in their books • Ana tol e France,
writing of his unique sman boy who was hims elf , s h ows us <•
a child already foreshadowing the man— or is it only that
he was described through that man's grown-up eyes?At least,
" mon ami ai th ough precoci ous ,is far more normal, to Anglo-
Saxon eyes, than a r e most of the others. Gyp creates chiafly
g i rl 8--p r ep 08 te rous , impi sh , of t en delightful "enfants -
te rribl e s" , usual ly with impossible mothers. To m«,the young-
8ter8 invented by les Margue ri te , Andre Li ch t enbe rger ,3az£n
,
Estaunie^ -ire pi tif ul ; pi tif ui in spite of the fact that
most Frenchm en, speaking of them, appear to consider them the
natural thing .Pi tiful--and yet they verge on the horrible,
Ii
• o un-normal an they. They are fit children to become 55
those self -anai y ti cal , egoi s ti c m orbi di ti as , whi ch are the
adolescents described by the moderns--particuiarly by m «n
like Andre Gide,Paul Bourge t, Jaques d« La cr« t«l 1 c , or Louis
Chadou mi •
F-5-The
Theater- For the most part, the modern thater is as fond of
a. 1900- soul- problems as are the novels;«nd certainly it revels in
1950.
Les Moeurs. Tak e, f or example of the f i rs t , "l ' invi ta ti on *u
voyage", by f» J. B « rn a rd.M onsi eur Daniel Mo met calls it,
* "D'une simplicite pa thelique" ,«-nd I willingly subscribe
to the siaplici ty. The outwardly uneventful tale of *n utterly
bored young woman whose husband is too business n ke--and too
calmly enduring— to satisfy her soul, this play shows plainly
how far a silly woman can go in imagining herself adored
there where in bald truth she has been scarcely noticed;
how far she may dream herself in love with just any m^n who
has the charm of being unrelated to h e r- -esp e ci ai ly by
ma rriag «. Sh e goes nowhere, does n o thi ng , Buf f e rs bootless
agonies of loneliness and boredom. And at the end, neither
loving nor loved ,she -^ings herself for comfort and con-
solation into the arms of the hitherto uncobsi deied Husband.
The husband, if he was correctly interpreted as I saw the play
given, has been either astoundingly good at hiding his feel-
ings, or quite pleasantly blind to this te»pest in a taapotj
probably the latter.
Problems again, wherever one goea, whatever one does,
whatever one reads^Has th» simplicity which anisd itself
with artistic charm *nd force dis appeared forever from our
sigh t? Al as , to find problems even when going to the theater--
and to the French theater, toolH as Ibsen done that to us,
I
* Mornet- Histoire de la litterature et de la pensee
francaises con temp o rain es " ^pg 1^6.
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wonde r? Roughly 8p eaking , tli e F r ench theater, to my way of
thinking, f all s into four very definite main groups .Fi rs t,
those—particularly among the B el gi ans--who follow Maiter-
1 ink into a misty land of graceful shadows, f a tef ully pursued
by the depths of their owh s tr*ng e ,in expl i cabl e characters.
All piteous, ail bewil der ed , al 1 in the woods of a fantastic
world, which one hevertheess suspects of being Maeterlink's
idea of 1 i f e. Se condl y , th er e is a wide-spread group in many
lands, whose first prophet is d ' Annunzi o, cl os eiy followed
by Francois de Curel.The characters created by these men,
in their dramatic changes which are still so obviously
attributable to the shif tings of an inwardly consistent
na ture, remtnd one forcibly of the theories of Gestait-
psychology, so distinctly *T a they built on a plan of matching
up their reactions to the objects 'round about them. These
characters are as helpless as thoae by Maete rlinkjbut less
naively so,for they understand themselves more clearly; they
have at least an inkling of the various "patterns" of which
they are a part. And though perhaps no more c onten ted , they
are more phi los ophi cal ,1 ess my s tif i ed , and occasionally more
eff ici en t,ab out it all .N ex t, the re is the school ,probabJy
greater in numbers than any of the other three, which
"knows what life i s n ; cyni cs , in the sense that they expect
no idealistic happiness for those they write ab ou tj «n.d
have no delusions as to the beauties of the social world.
And yet they are i deal is ts , too,f or they believe an ideai
to be a necessary and a lovely thing, and have no us e for
men who have no generosity of s oul , I de al i s tc beauty of
ehara c t er j g ene roue and lovely deeds and &.8p i r» ti ons , wi 1
1
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fail im ore , they will lead often to materialistic destruction,
n\e doubt of that;but yet they are worth- whil «--aim s t ex-
clusively worth-whil e.H enri Bat*ille,%t first a classic
d rama ti s t,but slowly growing over- enamoured of Symbolism,
belongs to this ech©olJ*nd so too does the ironic Anatole
Prance, in his more straight- thinking, practi c»j|-minded way.
Finally, we have the rather sm ail number of men, like Bri eux
and H e rv i eu, wh os e theater would -point a moral as well as
adorn a taiefwho would, in fact,prefer to point the moral.
These have the r ef orm- 8p i ri t . To thiB theatre a these belong,
naturally ,but few writers; it is not a form likely to app eai
much to the public, to whoa the theater is a thing to enjoy,
wherein to escape problems, not seek them. Mind- we ary , back-
weary people seldom take kindly to being advised or "im-
proved "during their vaca ti oh- h ours , unl ess i t is done with
the enthralling dash and vividness of Speech and action of
a Moliere or a Beaumarchais—qualities unfortunately lacking
in the se ri ous-minded
, g r amma ti c- of - sp e e eg men of this modern
time. Aside from these four main types, there are a few
straggling ex tras , impossibl e to class exactly. Both in France
and Italy, for exam-pl e, there are evidences of a theater of
the peopleithe lack of which J.R.Bioch * seemed to feel 8 o
heavily , before the war. True, the "movies" are having a heavy
hand in thie--notice particularly Maurice Chevalier in
"Innocents of Paris"; a kindly play, with no psy ch£-sociai
problem to addle the b raj. n; emo ti onai ,me rry, sad-- and tres
peuple.In Italy, such a theater is a revival— or perhaps
actually a survival-.- of the old-time s troll yiag pl ayers.
Strolling they still are, and peasant, and age-old in theme
*
. J ean- Ri ch arA B 1 och , " Ca rni vai e s t m o r t " , e ss ay n the
th ea te r.
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and joke, if also often extremely topical. Wha t^th^em es de
peuple ouch 8 troll ere, and the cifitea, can produce, will l ik e-
wise be a possibili ty,»nd a lively one, to the legitimate
stage. Especially in a country like France, where the peasant-
ry are beginning to take their place in. a literary world, and
where Le Peuple are eager to better theme elv es ,y et lees
anxious to become a part of another (self~styled finer)
class than is true here. We have &leo always with ub the
Reviewejend a sort of play, parti cuiarly popular in Paris,
baeid practically on the Reviews in plan or idea--~a piay-
of- the -mom en t« En crm ousiy popular «- 1 first 6ight,with its
ironic wit or broad and timely farce of wo rdingj en ojrm ousiy
entertaining because full of exact knowledge of the very lat-
est in p ol i ti c s--ab ov e all intensely national and immediate
p oli ti c s- -s oci e ty ,and art. Bu t,p reci sely for these reasons
which make for its m cm en t* ry p opul a ri ty , quan ti es which are
»8 evanescent as the last political blunder or the latest
slang, this theater has produced little or nothing which will
us
last--unles8 it be^ a ty
rp e. Such men as Sacha Guitry get much
fun out of it, and much pub li ci ty ; bu t I doubt if even they
take it very seriously.
As for the theater of 1 800- 18 50 , tha t too was in a transi-
tion period, like the rest of the literature of the time. As
8uch,it was full of p oten ti*li ti es--f or growth, for origin-
alities, and for rowsfj^ter Diderot,
a
nd with S c ribe as j^ts
Master of Forms, it was move'ing,in spi te of moments of choler
and res en tm en t, toward the dram e- thes e , and the e oci ai - the ater
;
shining
whose greatest and most i^Xiit light was Dumas Fils,born too
late to be included in this pap er.La Harpe,de Jouy,Marie-
Joseph Cheni er, clinging to the strength of a passed a g «,
to which the first two more rightly belonged , tri ed to hold
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the stage back t© the antique an d ci assi c> e ta tely an d di g-
nified.The censor, the vested-interests of the old-time the-
ater, the actors and actresses accustomed to the conventions
of the theaters of Moli ere , Ra cine, or B eaumarc hai s , ai l uni te^
f.n hostility against the new especially against that new
which was represented by the romantic draiaa,a8 led by the
fighting-spirit of Victor ^ugo, s timuiated by the example
of England and Gr ermany, heretof or m en ti oned. Tha t romantic
theater, the soi-disant historic dram a, eventual ly triumphed,
under Hugo and Dum as P ere. Just before this period, had come
Diderot, sp ok esm an of Le D r&m«> that true fore-runner of the
modern theater, in that it interested itself primarily in thfi-
b ou rg e oi si e, and that it demanded 1 ocai- col or,abs «nc e of ana-
chronism s , and appropriate s tag e- s e tt i ngs >in ai l of which
traits Scribe too rejoiced, as did aiso,«nd merrily, that
following his tori c o- romanti c school I Above an, Diderot and
the Romantics gave birth an^ nurture to the form known as
Le Drame,croB8 between tragedy and c om edy ,p rogeny of both.
By its si tuati ohs , cri ti cai and difficult, by its struggles
between honor and desires, Le D r a»ne (equally alive in the
• arly 1800*8 and the early 1900*8) fcft child of tragedy, In
its delight in wit, in the hop* it holds out for a happy end-
ing, in am using touches,! t is not far from c cm edy . Di de ro t
was firm in thinking that Le D rame should be a morai lesson;
idea
in whichAsome of our moderns have come to agree, and others
to find place for ridi cui e—Por,»s Doumic says in one of his
inimitable 1 ec tures ,* " such a drama has every chance of being
most charming-- even of being beautiful i but much more, of
being a frightful b ore ! "Pejrhan s that i* why it did not last
*-A series of lectures given during the summer of 1926,
of which I have the notes.
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long in its earliest formjfrom it springing both the historic
plays,, the probl em~Dl ay ,and most of our modern forme.
F.-5-
c. - Of that Roman tic o-hi s tori c dram*, Victor Hugo was the
1 800, and
Vietor Hugo mighty p rotag oni s t; of the probl em~pl ay , Paul Hervieu is ©ne
vs.
1900 and of the most conspicuous and characteristic authors . True ,i n
Paul
Hervieu- comparing these two so-different wri te rs ,i t mus t not be for-
a compari-
son- gotten that Hugo was a novelist—not a dramatist first and
foremost, as is Hervieu in spite of the fact that he opened
his literary triumphs in the world of the novel rather than
as a pl»y wright.Hugo wrote for the stage in epics an d epopee^
as he did his nereis and poeatS.No sordid detail of precision
of fact,no minute studies,for him! Faguet says of him, nLike
a great decorative artist, he paints in f res c os , amply s l a rgely,
simply n .Fo reign lands and times, though only more or less
accurately drawn, heroes and hero- worship
, gl o ri ft ed Hugo's
stage. Its people, ail in superl ativ es , whether of good or bad,
talked in martial music or in singing sweetness of verse;
never in proee,nor prosiiy.In harsh contrast to this stands
Paul Hervieu, the th ough tf ul , empha ti c portrayer of ra ti onili 66 c\
pessimism. Banai , hi s plays sometimes arejforced in toa»e;now
and then surprisingly unconvincing In characterisa ti on. But
always carefully and analytically considered} always the mi-
nute case-studies of the student(the di 6i i i usfconed student)
of human li f e.M ode rn, wi th the before- the-war modernism still
going today, though there is now a vague beeeze of change in
th» air. Whether writing about the Heut-M onde, the Demi, or
the P e ti t , wh e th e r the rsediu™. be novel,T>iay,or essay, the modery*
ist writes of his own day and tira e , exa^ini ng seriously the
psychological and fatal quirks In man an d his destiny. In
reading modern authors, in ail c ountri es , how often we find
* Faguet, Litterftture f rancai s e" ,page 261.
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the characterisation, "strong and precise s tudent; given to
impersonal and logical d educ ti on; ca ref ui in detail." Men
1 . »
saying, like H«rvieu himself, It is not the humorous which
charms me, it is verity and force".
F.-6-
Poetry- After studying the theater, it is but natural to turn to
a.Poets p oe try , al th ough the modern theater comes nearer to the prose-
of 1800-
writere,not only in spirit,but in style. As dfcd not the
dram a of our First Periodf For dramatists of that day still
followed the lure of poetry ,1 ov ed a gracious swing of words,
a rich vocabulary, a charming turn of phrase.
In looking over a chronological table of the writings of
that period, one has a startled feeling that the literary
world was entirely given over to a rivalry in output be-
tween Chateaubriand and Mm e,de S tael , : -- 180 1 , " A tai a , " by
Chateaubriand? 1802, "Delphine" , by Mme.de S tael ; 1805, Chate au-
briand's "Rene" ; 1807, Corinne" ,Mm e. de StaVlj 180 9, "L es M ar-
ty res" , Cha te aub ri and ; 1810, "de 1 ' Al 1 emagne" , de Staelj
^ / -A
18 1 1 , "I tini rai re de Paris a Jerusalem" , Chateaubriand once
more. And now at 1 as t, si owly ,b egin to creep in the other vi ta\
names, particularly the historians and c ri ti cs .Among the po-
etic writers flourishing during the Consulate , the Empire,
and the Re s tora ti one , there are very few who have come down to
A
us in living works. Chateaubri and, of course; we have Already
seen that the times were full of him. Th e profoundly subtle
and piquant B er£^v\aer} Lamar tine, the exqui si te, ardent artiat
in poetry, whose touch turned everything to gold; and de Vigny
the perfect etcher of gems of v erse, enamoured of ideas and
i deal 8. And, later, the omnipresent Hugo, But the rest were
mainly artisans of style; or dil etante charmers whose works
1 .H enming, In troduc ti on to "La Course du Fl aE b eau" >T, g . XV .
2. Doumic , "Hi
logical table.
n 1, stoire de la litterature f rancai se
"
, chrono-
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were various and vividjbut not men having the deep origin-
ality of genius. For examp i e , there was Casimir B«iavigne,
much admired in hie own time for his somewhat de cl
a
m atory
style, habile v ersif i c& tion,b ril lianc e of detail—but having
an utter lack of original ideas, or perhaps of any ideas.
P os sibly ,h owv e r , Dei avign e is not an exact example, fit since
f
his theater is better known thanhie poetry -Pcr^ps DeeaugieeS
is be tt e r,l iv ely fo\ sparkl ing writer that he was,p oet of
light and graceful loves. Or Pfcrny ,pure in s ty 1 e , s c ep ti c ,past-
nraster of ironic and witty rail lery . "Spa rkl ing , bri i li an t
,
wi tty these are the adjectives that just naturally come to
mind, when writing about the multitude of poets during those
gears—at least, until the Romantic 3chool comes in, too late
, to count for this paper.No profound thought,no intimate
probing into psychological 4ues ti ons,not very much diving
into the waters of symb ol ism , where so many of out present
men are seeking new worlds to conquer in new forms of self-
expression.
P. "6- P or, today ,becaus e of that desire for new f orms ,f ounded
b. - n
Poetry 02a a profound realisation of new depths to expres s, there is
Today-
a curious return to the symbolic school >in *1 1 its legiti-
m^ttand illegitimate branch es ,£ rom Baudelaire and Veriaine
to Dadaism«It was felt by the men who wrfcte on li terature,as
well as in literature itself, e£ en before the warfit is more
felt now. J . R.Bl och , in "Carnevai est mort" , quotes the Italian
artist Papini , expl aining Futurism, as saying, n Le Futuris^e
est batai^t contre les vi eux et 1 es vi ell 1 e ri esj a^ our du
mouvement et du tumul fee. Fu turi sm e est affirmation de la
souverainete de la fantaisie,et depreciation de la reaii te
ph b^og raphique. " Ssp eci all y signi f i can t , tha t last sentence,
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Art and poetry are not so far from each other;and I think
they are both swifter than the prosrf ores to become aware
of a change in the spirit and in the fundamental temper of
their times. There is,both in France and in America, a turning
away from the sensuality that has for so many years been
blatant in French writings, and has only lately been conspicu-
ous among English-Speaking authors. The carna^pirit has been
over all countries—>and even now I note, in the New York
Times Magazine for September 22, the regrets expressed over
toe death of a Dutch poet, van de Woe s ti ,jn e, wh cm the news-
paper correspondents cite as having "all the pessimism of
post-war youth, their almost carnal sensual i ty, th ei r wearfcness
of life";and some significant titles of his works are given,
such as "The Man of Mud" , "Substrata" . I must regretfully ad-
mit that I do not personally know the works of this poet;
but the notice about him is too indicative of the times
not to be remark ed. Here in the United States, some of our
p oe ts,n otably Edwin Arlington Robinson, are returning to a
B r own ing e sq ue form— although helas they somewhat lack Brown-
ing's genius. This is at least a suggestion of a revulsion
from the direct- obscene, as also from the na rrativ e- s ty 1 e. In
France the change is still more no tic «at>l -and the fight
between the young poets and their elders has grown unusually
bitter, since the war ,ki Hi ng- of f as it did all but the very
old and the v ery"y oung , ha s left no middle-aged buff e r-groupj
or at any rate too few of the^to bridge adequately the great
gul^. in attitudes of mind. More even than in the last century
the young poets of today are feeling a Mai du Sciecle.Some
are sane, though extravagent in sentiments and emotions; s om e
,
pure mystic; some semi-hj s te ricai ; butjai 1 are violently react-
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against all that has been, as well as from the pros e- real isms;
all are trying to escape from the eve ry- day , and particularly
front the every-generation* 1 1 is an escape feverishly sought
by a generation whose post-war Wei tschmerz, supersensi ti venesX
and general restless discontent ,»re exascerbated by the
modern diving into? p sy cbo-analy si s, an d intensified by the
realisation that the Era of Idealism which so many looked for
after the heroics of the war, was a vague and vw^ossibl e dream,
From Dadaism to faultless lyrical my s ti c i smj f rom the radiant
spiritual candor of Francis J amines to the sober exaltation
of Paul Claudeljfrom the difficult symbolic sighs of Charles
Peguy,to Paul Fort an d his rhythmic poetic prose (or is it
prose-formed poetry ? )-they are all akinjail,ae Bernard Fay
puts it, "aspirent a se liberer de la servitude du monde
exterieur^p our j oui r de--son ame .
The fie)t£ of criticism ia a very material form of liter-
ature, at this present tiae;yet one treated with a cursorine«
very surprising to my mind, by the average writer or editor
of histories of li rera tur e. In the beginning of the nineteenth
century, that field was not fully marked out;men were bgginf
ning to loelcat it, but were as yet h esj tan tjas ti> what weee
its righ te, duti es ,and p rivil eg es. And yet, one of the wisest
critics France has ever kno wn,Vi 11 im&in , bel ongs to that
period. In writing at all on c ri ti ci am, one is continually
tempted to quote himjhe said so much, and so wel 1. Thi s , f or
example, " Un e censure impartiale triomphe des critiques
p as si one* 8 j el 1 e die tin gue et t>l a c e les h omm es;"(here one
thinks of Fl o ri an-P arm en ti e r and his "La critique doit
hierarchier les tal en ts " • ) " el 1 e repande,elle autorise,
*
. Vi ll em ain, "Di sc oure sur la cri tique" ,p a g e 5^.

Its lecona de gou t.Lorttqui la critique «at devenue
/
,
rase «8 s*i rtm «nt un genre 1 i tterai re, souv en t ceux qui l 1 ont
• xicrte n'ont pas respecte dans i «s aujres un ti tre qu'il*
portaitnt eux-n .em esJ ii a sembiaitnt oublier que i& justice
est la loi de tout ecrivain,et que celui ecrit 8ur 1 es
livres au lieu d en faire lui-nieme,n est pas ennemi natural
des gens de 1 e tt res ,m ai s un homme de lettres moins entre-
pranant,ou plus m odes te. "How that last would have delighted
Whistler, who bo scathingly objected to critics in any art, un-
less they themselves exercised that artlWhen the critics of
whom Whistler thus spoke, cried out, "Mais il faut vivre!"
Whistler replied, "Je n' en vois pas ia naciBSi ti. "And take
this, likewise from Whisiter— if written in French, would it
not sound like Vil lemain?--*" Tha t writers should destroy
writings, for the sake of writing, is reasonable. I should n©t
in anyway disapprove of the techmieai criticism of a x an
whose whole life was passed in the practice of the science
which he c ri ti ci s es; but for the criticism of a a an whose life
was not so passed, I would have as little regard as you would
if he expressed an opinion on 1 aw" . Vi 11 emain himself was in-
deed a man of letters; a sound and thoughtful writer, his own
taste cultivated carefully until it had become, as he said a
critic's taste should be,eo rar«,3o fi ia,so understanding
in perfection and beauty, and yet so much a part of himself,
as to become a second and unconscious nature, It would be a-
musing if one might today confront him with Fl ori an -Pa rm en tie,>-
himself a critic, but angrily disapproving of most criti-
e xc 1 aim s
ci am
.
Patm en ti e r A/t£tfiftt v eh em en tl y , " un jour viendra-t-il/a
ou la critique sera visite de la grace, de la fl amine vivifi-
ante du gen.ie qui lui rendra l« i uci di t e ?Q ua n t a aujourd'aui
un etre inin tel lig en t, i gna r e ,d er> ourv u d im^gi n» ti onou tie sen*
*.ViH emain, "Disc ours a ur i& c ri tiq ae " ,pg . }1
2. Whie tl e r, "G en tl a Art of Making En emi es " P g . 50 .
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sibili te/e ' ee t ce qu' on »pp el 1 e en general - un critique".
^Shades of Whistler end Leon Daude t, ccul d anything U ^ore
scathing than that?)But VilleinRin turceth away euch v/rath,
expiani torily- En Sffet,ia critique eel*iree dm saurgi t
exister que lon^terrps ^pree its Lor.s cuvra^es ,qui 1 1 i r>
struisent ^elfozmer. t ol I e~n Jr. e „ A 1 epoh»i ou le premi er ahez-
* J.d oeuvre appa rai t, el 1 e n est pas encore preparee mais
loreeque lea grands ecrivains l'ont ins t riii te , a l o rs ell«
puiee dans lWtude et l 1 admiration de ces «o^l\e$ un art plus
reflechi pour apprecier leurs succ ess eurs " . The men who fol-
lowed Vi 11 emain , thos e who were born just a few years too late
for me to include them in this early- ei gh teen~hund red group,
such men as San t-B euv e , were excellent critics, and had ai-
ready learned many things from ces grands ecrivainsiet 1 e-
tude de ces m odel es " . Y « t it is interesting to note that
Villemain himself, who might well be called(after Boileau,and
with Victor Cousin the eclectic phi 1 os op he r , and historical
critic) the founder of literary criticism ita Prance, was as
truly great, and as surely finished critic par excellence
A
as any to come after him, when criticism might be supposed to
have become a more finished product. In a sense, I suppose,
the angry M. Pi o rian-P a rm en ti e r would have condemned those two
earlier c ri ti cs ,Vil 1 emain »nd Cousin, as " cia ssi cs"-- creaturei
for whom he appears to guard a particular dislike
—
jf or they
were both lovers of skilled workmanship fiuid of accomplished
works; and had perfected their taste by a sfcudy of the great
the point of view of
men of an tim es , al ready renowned. To M. Parmen ti e r,*s to a
great many others at this moment, an admiration for The Classic
1. Villemain, Discours et melanges li tterai res " ,pg. 54.
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especially in the field of cri ti ci sm, has done much harm to
literature; becaus e, to judge a work of art according to a
priori rules, leaves no room for understanding of new depart-
" n
ures,and so limits good stuff to those works that resemble
things already done and recognisedJ one of us, however we may
love "understood" works of a:rt,in which the artist has truly
learned the technique of his trad e , howev e r we may regretfully
deprecate the casting-aside of an rules of the trade, no one
of us, however "classic 11 his tastes, dares deny that the past
of cri ti ci sm (bu t not under such men as Villemain and Cousin)
has given M.Parmemtier and his friends good reason for their
bitterness. Barye, 1 ' m08t P erfect and Wuisite sculptor,
struggled desparately ,and for a long time vaini y , agains t a
world of criticism which found hi 6 loveliest things "prepos-
terous " ,b e caus e his time thought that only the human figure
had a right to representation in s culp ture, and could not see
that the decorative el em ent(Ba rye' s mightiest genius) was at
a ll important, or even a praiseworthy thing, in animai - s tatues >
Whistler I have already too much quotec* and we know what
cl assic- c ri ti ci sm did to him ..Musi c , too, f rom Wagner to jazz
(to keep only within the modern), has always dr*wn back its
skirts from innovati one- -eviden tly fearing, and not without
reason, that such new types were among the types of monster
which we "first ehdure,then pity, then embrace". And in all
this, it is but natural that literature should have done its
share of misrepresenting the new. Ye t, woul d even pa rmenti er, I
seriously
wonder, want all criticism formed by his f avori te ,In tui ti on ?A '
There are contemporary critics who should satisfy him in
this respect— some. rather good ones , i nde ed. p au]_ Scu&lry, the
I.Charles Suni e r , "B arye "
,
pg . 8-15.
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"critique ba ttaill eur" , or the younger m an ,G .1 . Tou t ai n who
prefers to make his studies 1 in tui ti onal , and according to
m • taphy si cs" . S ound e r and saferyin the long run, is the cri ti-
ciasm du ben gout, if only because less p e rs onai --pi en ty of
the purely p ersonai -intui ti on al form will always cree-o in
between the lines, as the men of 180C-1850 well understood.
They would have smiled rather pi ty i ngly , and perhaps with some
little irritation,:^ that "modernism^
At r> resent, it seerrj to r c that those two types of criticifcv^ —
let us call them, for c on vini enc e, cl as ei e and intuitional--
«xpr«B8 themselves for the most part in two different fields,
the classic prefering to do it in books, and the other pu'otin&
its acain efforts into revi ewft. Thi s of course can not be
arbitrariy said to cover an--. Where M.Leon Daudet stand6,for
in s tanc e, th e r e can be no doubt, and yet he puts his criti-
cises in oooks re veil as in m agazines ; and both M.Fortunat
i
Strowski and M.Rene Doumic have been found writing for the
Reviews* the former, even in English Reviews, ae sle has M.Andre.
M au r o i s , wh oec interest |cr v.e however lies el sewhere .From
the Libel] es of the last two c en tfcri «s , to the Mercures and
Feuill ee-l ib res today, always have the Eeviews be*n the ironic,
discouragers, or the enthousi as ti c, wel com ere , of newcomers—mew\
or idee8--in the press. But always are their ideas more or less
eph em e rai ; th ough it has often been they who put a man in the
way of getting a pension which left him free of worldly care
in the old days, or of being stayed and comforted by x>rizes,i^
th esc.F ossibl y one of the reasons for the unstable quality of
reviev-cri ti ci em,p robably not known to Villemain's day,is
its extreme vulnerability in the line of give-and-take--

4^
you give mi your euppor t,*nd I'll take you into the goad
graces of th t publi c. Doumi c speaks mockingly of this inhis
delightful chapter on "l es cent quarante et un",in "Lee
J eun es" , wher e he points out to m*ny young men whose wos'lc 3 ,
n b ri 3 lian t, as tounding" , can be found in the Roaring Reviews
but nowhere e.\se.It is an interesting fact that EoumitJs
book/published in 1895 in its first edi ti on, hail s as really
imp or tant^in spite of the p rei e e of their f el low-y outhsj
just those men whom we look Upon now as truly worth-while;
Andre Side, for example, and Paul Adam. At the same time, it is
Doumic's own quotations from L es Jeunes them seiv es ,in praise
of each other, that show us that they too fe re sometimes
right. cn page 285, for ins. tanc e , D cuni c gives us ,quo ted , n L e&
amis de M.Albert Samain savent de lui des poemes qui nnt
la rigide perfection de ceux de M.Leconte de Lille; et iis en
savent qui on t la b e*u te' pi as ti que de J.M*de H e'^dia" .And,
n
J
Ronsard aurai t signe les vers de V. Raymond de ia Talhade".
And behold,for those same traits are those men acclaimed,
now t'a at they a re g-r^wn^Up and rt cogni s ed ! A t any rat^wa
t*y safely say thst the art of criticism has enormously
Spread since 1%\ 1 ec^in) fcnd that it is immensely influential,
and necessarily s o. Vii i emaln and has day made it very 3 oi i d ,
very serious,very authoritative —^and extremely fine and
worth- whil e. Today 1 s^ sometimes yields to tec great a tempta-
tion to follow a parti-priBj like M -. Thib aud e t, who , though s ound,
and sine ere, cann ot refrain from symb oli &mj and who darkens
his own a traightA thinking for us by too modern a phrasaiogy,
i
too subtle an ideaiogy.Or lik« Andre Gide, whose own work 3
now and then m*k« us wonder if he hasn' t too great a trust
in the new, bimply because it i. s
.
V
.
t jaU.__.Rut &u.ch Blip 3 are

human; and, truth to tell, they a r e am u6ing and intriguing 50
in th tms el v 6S. Som etinee-- of ten--gre a t injustices iiave ' eesa
done; bat by both _typ.es f and that cannot well be helped,
seeing that a critic is a fallibe raan.3ut of an forms of
li tera tur e, i t a e er. £ to ire that literary criticism is one of
the most deeply imp or tan t; and one of the rost delightful to
read, whe the r unshakenly moral and unp s rd oningly anti-siip-
shod and an ti-m orbi d, wi th M.Rene Doumicjor hotly unrelenting
and sarc&sticany icon ocl as ti c , wi th M.Leon Taudet and
M
. p i o ri ajft-P a rm en ti e r.
jj£ - In thinking over all this mass of differences between
Conclu-
sion- our tw ° important groups herein di scusted--1800- 1830, 1 900-
19 30-*- two points have grown, to m e, increasingly noticeable:-
th e immense gulf in point of view as students and as writers;
and the astonishing way in which both groups run true to
form, as Frenchmen,
The earlier group was a fellowship of s chol ar s , s tuden t.s
of the cl as si cs, widely humanitarian in studies an d in sym-
pathies; that of today is a generation of erudite men, Special-
ists above allCas those older men emphaticalyy were not),
eyes fixed on the minutie of detailed facts in their own
fields rather than on the b roade r , deep e r i nte r- rel a ti ons of
such facts for mankind.lt seems to me that this difference
in point of view can be traced clearly *Y\rough the three
notable periods, late 1 700's, early 180C's, early 1900's.The
17U0'8 jPt£6&/ini tia ted the habit of worrying about social
and moral que s ti ons--i ooking at th em , howver , en masse, with
an eye to Man, not men. And they searched not for psychologi-
cal reason 8,but for a way out of the problems, a rea^ solu-
tion for human"na ture , v e ry objec tiv ely. During the 1800'»
those questions were already becoming sub j e c tiv e , ai though
c

they were still considered problems to be solved, not
merely probed for caus e s> sub j ec tiv e ,y es ,but ideaiietc
stilly and b road in phil an th ropy. Today (a n d notably also
in the last years of the last c enturjt) ,li teratur e is in-
sisting that there shall be problems of the "eoui",ana-
ly ti cal , expl ani tory ,psy chol ogi cai j p roblems to be probed,
particularly from their more brutal side; and that with
little care for solving them, or for any way of getting out
from under the brute. The solution of the unhappy e/uestions
of life, which was of intense personal an d humanitarian
interest to those early men, has little place in the
writings of these moderns. They have washed their hands of
solutions— have left them to the s oci ol ogi s ts . Th ey turn up
the hidden dirt,but refuse to sweep it away; they prefer
destruction to c one true ti on . And especially do I think Ifchat
in comarison with those others, they are enamoured of
A
knowledge rather than of wisdom, Exc«^>i one there are,
of course;but this is true of the great m a jori ty-- of fee
general spi ri t, certainl y.
And yet, as I have said, they do run true to form, even
today. First and foremost, the French writer is a great
Iri ter . a splendid technician in his chosen field. 1800 -or
1900, he very seldom is over- careless, or treats his medium
of expression as though it mattered to him not at an.He
has, as Faguet would say, "Li respect da sa plume"jwith the
natural result that he is almost invariably worth reading,
and not often a bore. In those places where neither content
nor style may appeal in themselves to some particular
reader, even then he is frequently forced at least to admi r
the writing as such, the author's method of handling his
subject. So too both periods—>and all other periods of
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French literature— are animated by a swift intellectual
cu ri cei ty , sha rp en ed and disciplined through \ ong studelit-
years spent in re ading , thinking , wri ting ; in merciless
keen 1 ogic , whereby the authors learns not only to under-
stand,but also to make himself surely unders tood. One
other quality have these two periods in common— the tinft-
ci ou s, un dimmabl e French trait of«un«xc ec tedness i That
quality of having divers qual i ti ee . Few French authors, or
1 ec ture rs--«n d therein lies their charm--will willingly
create the ban-al , th e exp ec ted. SciAtiia ting turn of phrase,
or unusual theory, it is the fliff er ent that he will achieve
Not only because he seeks i t(M .H ervieu,f or examp 1 e,qui te
pointedly does not seek itJand unfortunately he often
arrives at that everydayness for which he s tri vts ! ) , but
because it is in the French character to write of universal
things looked at through the racj al glasses of the j ndi -
vidua^ . And each underlined word ought to be written in
c ap i t al s .
Intellectual curi osi ty ,f ine t echniqu e , s t r ong logic,
that is one inalienable side of the French character,
evident in both Periods. The other side
,
equai^ evident
in both, is the mystic, the en thousiast, the Great Lover of
heroism and of generosity of spirit, for their own unprag-
matic sake; The lover of La Panache, the sweeping white plume
of Henri de Navarre;an d the dream «r of ideals, for whom Berg
sonian Intuition m ay be no dream, but a living fact.
Rabelais and Bergson,de Musset and Andre Gide,Madam e de
Stael and Madame de Noaiii e»»- -ai 1 French,an Masters of
Words, all unhackneyed!

HESUME OP THESIS 8.
I. Introduc tion-
Sehools and countir- e cho ol s-
All history of ar t , s oci ol ogy , or 1 i t« ra tur e, shows that
man' 8 f or«w«rd progress is made up of ebbs and f 1 owe , s bhool 8
and counter-school sj an unceasing swing from the classic and
conventionalised forms, to new forms casting off old rules,
and then a p end ui um - swing back to the old, when tJae new has
become too conventionalised itself. Si it has been with an
French li te ra turej an d each high- tide swing c%m e before
or after, an in-b e twe en , t ransi ti onai tra. Both the groups
with which we have to deal in this pap er--that from 1800 to
1850, and that from 1900 to 1950, are such transi ti onai-
p eri od s.
II, Inf 1 uenc es exercised over each group by its preceding
period-
The first group discussed, is most certainly a transition-
day.lt seems probable that the present one is ale oj ai though
that can not be stated so certainly, since it is still con-
temp ora ry , an d there are many signs which point both for and
against such a th eory . H oweve r that may be, the study of the
preceding groups, or periods, a s inf 1 uences ,i s highly im-
p or tan t„
Th e last of the eighteenth century was an age of study, hi gV
humane aspi ra tions,ho t rebellion against unjust authorities.
As such, it impressed Napoleon, and his immediate followers to
the throne,
a
8 dangerous; so that a very strict censor was
kept over the press, thus m aking for a literature strong in
grace,beauty of + <s , c\ ZYtr of phraseol ogy ; but weak in
original th ough tVl ib e rai plans, except for the very few
A
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Y«ry strong minds that dared defy themj often to their own co$T
(
but to the good of literature and thought. The beauties thus
engendered( sine e beauty Rl one was permitted to the authors fcy
the censor), and the traditions of form and study from the l a}e-
1 700 ' 8, carri ed on through the 1 800' s,practi cai ly to the end
of the c en tury# working with especial force of course on those
immediately f ol l owing-- ou r first group. As for the influences
which the late £8C0's exercised over our second period, they
were various. From the Realists and N a tur ai i b ts , w e have pessi-
mismjfrcm Analysts and Ps jr ch ol ogi s ts , an d Impressionists,
we have taken, care of de tail
,
andjsub j ective research into "sou]-
p r obi em s" . Bai zac and Zo\s, have their followers tfcday.The
historians of that tim e-- Tain e ,L i t tre , Renan-- h» v e particu-
larly influenced today's bi ography-f orm s .
III. Direct Comparison of the Two GroupS--
Besides the influences of the preceding peri ods , there are
an infinity of immediate influences to be studied. The first
of these is the effect of c ens ore hip . The 18C0-grcuts ,ae we
have said, was overwhelmed by Nap ol eonJ whereas the present h*S
little censorship save criticism an d public opinion.
Another strong influence, is the Spirit of^ the Times--^or the
first group, this spirit made chiefly for high ideais,the rest-
less discontent of le Mai du Sci*eele,and an eager search for
the happiness of all mankind- - thi s ,p arti cul a rl y , bee aus «
Napoleon's wars kept an thinking men helpi ess, dis may«d
, morbid-
ly sensi tive. Today, demanding force and an objective research
A.
by its auth ors
,m ak es for a logical p »ss imi sm. Cha t e aub ri an d
,
the great writer of poe ti c o- soci al beauty and ideaiis m ,
seeking relief from Weltscherz and Napoleon in beauty of
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dreams, compares interestingly with Bourget of today, whose
cynical wi s tf ulnese , and minute studies of the dirtiest and
saddest of human problems, so clearly represents modern
ideale and methods in 1 i te r a tur e. If Chateaubriand dreamed
too much, then Bourget and his school are too lacking in
dream - vi si on.
Ill .A. Ciass-dif f e renc es-
Wi th the exception of a few great names of simple family*
such as Vi 11 emain , Cousin ,Vi c tor Hugo,most of the writing of
our First Period was done by the a ri e toe racy } b e caus e the
Bourgeoisie were too much occupied in Napoleon's armies, while
the peasants were not yet truly literate. In the last of that
century, the Bourgeoisie were the in^ottant authors; they w»re
used to writing and thinking, and abo^e all to social and
psychological p robl em s , such ae the time desi red. Today , war
and the too-easy or too-uncertain life of a capitalistic
class have again lessened the hold of the 3 ourgeoisi e , though
they are still tremendously strong in literatureja literate
p easan try ,a n d a literate^ l ower- cl a ss ,a re beginning to make
themselves also felt in the field of letters.
B. Literary Influences-
During our First Period, the greatest literary influences
for France came from the just-preceding generations , or from
the still- older times, of England and G e rm any- - th ough con-
temporaries in those l ands were also imp o r t en t , Esp e ci ai ly
did the translating of Sh ak esp e ar e ,G o e th e , S chil 1 e r ,i nf lu-
ence the escape of the French stage from the over- strict
bonds of c onven ti on . As the great German thinkers influenced
French th oug h t , wi den ing its horizon in metaphjsicai Specu-
lation. In these modern times, French writing is influenced
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by a quantity of other li t€ ra tu res , f rem the morbid but tech-
nically lui-id works of the Rfcs si pxib , to th • emotional,
bril 1 ian tly-wri tten, e en tim en tai ehort-stori es from Italy.
Comparison of Forms an d Styles-
The men of the o\der day had--and took— time to make their
work* charming and dignified? they were in no hurry for fame,
and loved their work more than renown or m on ey„ N ow, our men
must hasten to make themselves known* their writings must com-
A
pete with the c in ema,a dv e r tisir.-r-r os te r , ca rtoon. This , c om-
bined with an undue desire to appear swiftly and violently
before the public, has wrought havoc with beauty of stylejand
has made for a rubber-stamp type of author, It has axso,with
an a s ton in sh in g interest in psychological problems of the
indi vi dual ,p r oduc ed the "Slice of L if e'j or" S t ream of c on-
sciouness i d<? a , wh e re in sr. author cuts out from the flow of
life, one lone ening—not necessarily dramatic or even in-
teresting— calls i t a "Slice of Life", and presents it. These
are intensely well written iyi Jtaiyjfairly well done and very
logical, in Franc ej morbidly impressive in Russia ;ir t r ely iso-
lated and as tray, in the English-speaking c oun tri es. Such has^e.
in production is also quite possibly expanatory of Vers-Libie
}
Rubber-Stamps ( Rom a in- Ro^ia nd, and Andre MauroiB are unusual
exceptions to this Rubber-Stam^ mould), and sh o r t- s to ri es ; f
work 8
/
8UchA &s those of Vi 11 e ta rd, Andre I i ch tenb e rg e r, Jul i an (J r e ene
or Robert d e> M on t esqi ou-F e za ns ac
, ai 1 of whom a r e conspicuous-A
ly men of one-type works only* That has tt, toge ther with the
present interest in c^se-studie3 and probings ajrcr; the dirt
of human minds, is also resfanp sibl e , in part at least, for the
d ry, sharp
, cl ear- cut styles of our time, so different from the
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spaei ousness,and graceful flow of worlds at that older date,
Today makes no artistic selection, it m e rely-" foil owe nature";
in other words, agrees with P rous t, wh e r e da7~b ef or e-y es
t
e rday
preferred Whistler's selective choices.
Sub j ec t-Mat ter-
A
The days of Chateaubriand and de Vigny,ehose .vorld-wide idlili
as their in t e r s s tj Today is more m a te^iai i ti c .W e have now:-,
the glorification of human energy(no matter how misdirected
)
from Stendhal,and Barresj an undue tolerance for sex-mishaps,
from 5 i de , B ourg e t ,1 e s M arguri te; and ail modernists are over-
fond off de tai i , sub j ec ti v e or ob j e c ti v e , and of psychol ogi
°
a l
study.
Literary Forms-
1
. Growth of History an d Biography-
The Vision of ideal a n d dream has come down through the
ages, f romjearly h i s torians , th rough the novelists, and today
back again to historians and b i og rap h e r s--p* r ti c ula r ly the
latter. The true beauty of work and thought, the true dream ing
of wide ideals, lies today chiefly in the works of such men
as Maur oi s, D rink wa te r, Dub r e ton, Maur ras , wh 08 e writings have
time to be done with liesurely pe rf e c ti on #b e caus e, deai ing witK
men of long-lived impo rtanc e, th ey need not compete with the
breathless speed of the Chose-Yue. Another group that need not
ha8te,are the writers of le Roman de 1» Campagn e . Th os e of to-
day are dealing with a slowiy-dying p easan try; y e t their work
too must have the unhurried dignity befitting such subjects.
2. The N ovel -
The beginnings of the Hovel lie in the hands of the
1 700 ' 8, Mil e, de Scud'e$y,and de la Calpranede—nor did that day
yet know what the novel really meant as a literary form. Later
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cam* le Roman de Moeure, still liv ing , f ol 1 owed by the Roman
d* la Natur«,now th« Roman de 1& Camp agn e; and finally, the
true novil-|oras, during th « 1 800 1 e*- The Nap©\«.onic era, with
much form and little ma 1 te r , «xc ep t a^ ong th« very few; the
great Romantic group, with ViAtor H ugo;the Realistic Schools,
from which sprang the p r obi em- typ es of the present, Th«se
pr obi em- typ e s we find ev e ry wh e r e ; th ey search,but not for ideals/
they propound ques tions,bu t seek no answers; they love to dig
in the dirt.
^. The Cult of the Child-
Of all the distinctly modern inv en tions, Chil d-li terature is
the lost blatantly new. The Child has sprung to the forefront-
America and England have hin--the English variety usually 1 est
obnoxious than the Ameri can. I taiy writes well of him, and not
often too ^sentim entai ly-esp eci al ly Chi»esa,do Ami ci s ,B a r ri l i
,
The French product is a horribly ov e r- s en si ti ve , ov e r^o y\i s ti-
cated small p e rs on- although Anatole Fr*nce naiis him charming,
and Gyp makes him really drol e.
$. The Theater-
The modern theater goes in for problems, as does the novel,
and quite as uselessly, as far as solutions a r e concerned.
There are, roughly s^, eafcing , f our classes or kinds off French
drama-- the my s ti c al -my s t e ri ous , und e r Maeterlink; the person-
ality-problem, after d' Annunzio; th e Id ea jis t- cyni c , 1 oving gener-
ous souls but knowing them doomed; and the theatre a these.
A few other scatttering types there are, like the lighter
efforts of Sacha Guitry^or the not yet decisive theatres du
peuple.The theater of the early 1800's was ligh t, unoriginal.
Poetry, like everything else, being under strict censor
during the 1800's, was gay , wi tty ,1 ov ely ,but not deep in thow^VV

except among the very few. The best poets of that century
belong to the latter half--from 1850,or the reab out, down.
Aside from Ch a teaub riand , tha t First Period had f e w-L^» rtine
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de Vigny,B« ranger. The poets of today are in violent revolt against
realism and materialism* they have built themselves a quantity of
schools*-~-a return to Symbol i em ; Dadaism; rel igious-fana ti ci»m, or
my8tic-ideai8}ver8-libre-*--any thing tha t i
s
n di ff e ren t" , and quite
un-p rac ti cai . Som e of it very lovely and musicai-^iiiic being,
according to them all, their chief goal.
Cri ticism-
Criticism is, to me, one of the most important fields of literature;
and one of the most neglected by most histories of wri ting. Vii l e-
main, himself one of $he first and finest, held that it should be
only in the hands of 1hoee who were themselves engaged in the art
they c ri ti ci sed} and Whistler thought with him. Villemain also
believed that criticism was dependent for its importance Ch the
good taste of the cri tics, dev el oped by serious study of the fine
old authots-^as his twn had been, and that of \Jictor Cousin, his
nearest-of -kin in that line.Many of the men of today, and notably
M. Florian~Farm en tier, G.L 'Toutain, Paul Scude ry , di sag r ee with
Vil lemain,and with the others of that 1800-1830 p e ri od, i nsi s ting
that "personal intuition" is the one true touchstone for the
c ri tic . Anoth er present-day group, lead by Doumic ,Gid e, and Strowski,
follow the men of the older day.
As a rule--though with exceptions— the cl aBS i c-m inded critics
write books; the In tui ti oni s ts confine themselves to r evi ews ,B u t,i n
whichever g r oup , c ri ti ci sm as a literary field has spread immensely
since the days of Vi li emain-- though none have improved on him.
Con clusi cn--
There is one main diff e r enc e , and one great 1 ik en es s ,b e tw e en
the writers of cur First and our Second P eri ods-- Th e difference
lies in the wider, more s ch ol a rl y ,m or e humanitarian attitude of
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the older men,who were primarily interested in an. idealistic,
philanthropic solving of the great sad problems of human life,
and only secondarily so in the analytical case-study side of them.
The men of the present are seeking underlying, psychologi cai
causes, not sol uti onsj th ey are interested in knowledge for its own
the
detailed sake, not in wi sd cm , an d^wi s e humanities.
The likeness lies in the fact th& t both are, in common with an
French authors of all fcimes,most excellent technicians in their
tr ade{ 1 og ical thinkers, yet great dream ers and ideaisi s ts--but
always and abowe ai 1 fine Wri ters
FINIS.
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